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Just in case 
the rock star thing 
doesn't work out. 
Kaplan gets you in. 
Law School Business School Graduate School Medical School 
For over 60 years, Kaplan has been helping students get into the schools 
of their choice. Whether you're facing the LSAT, GMAT, GRE, MCAT or TOEFL*, 
take Kaplan and get the score you need to get into the schools you want. 
For information or to enroll in a class near you, 
call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit us online at kaptest.com. 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
kaptest.com AOL keyword: kaplan 
'Test names are the registered trademarks of the Educational Testing Service 
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S 1.25 16 oz. Pint. 
S 3.25 Pitchers 
S 1.75 Wells 
DAILY HAPPY HOUR 4:00 TO 7:00 
2 X 1 APPETIZERS AND DRINK SPECIALS 
w, 
FREE POOL TABLES 11:00 AM - 5:00 PM 
PLAY VIDEO GOLF - SHOOT DARTS 
PLAY VIDEO GAMES iao» 
JUST DOWN THE HILL AT6110 FRIARS RD 
! 
Dalton Insurance Services 
Ca. Lie. #0696656 
AFFORDABLE AUTO INSURANCE 
FOR YOUNG DRIVERS 
"Our rates are second to none" 
Call now for a free quote 
(619) 270-6812 




YOU COULD START YOUR 
PAPER THE NIGHT BEFORE 




PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 
A 75% discount is applicable on all rtfuHrty priced Kmko's products and sconces eicept postage 
shipping, gift certificate purchase and mdeoconferencmg Thts discount cannot be used in combi­
nation with volume pricing, custom-bid orders, sale items and special offers or other discounts 
Offer is limited to one coupon per customer Customer must relinquish coupon at time of purchase 
Coupon mar not be reproduced and is not valid with other coupons, offers or discounts Offer valid 
at time of purchase only and may not be discounted or credited to past or future purchases 
Products and services vary by location Coupon void where prohibited or restricted by law No cash 
value 
VALID AT KINKO'S LISTED LOCATION ONLY. 
AAD151 kinkoT 
294-3877 
7510 HAZARD CENTER DR. 
Expires 12/31/99 
24 HOURS/ 7 DAYS A WEEK • WWW.KINKOS.COM • 1-800-2-KINKOS 
8 Nights - WAIKIKI 
as low as $449. dbl. 
Includes: Airfare from Los Angeles, 
8 nights select hotel & transfers, 
restrictions apply 
subject to availability. 






New York $254. 
Boston $258. 





UTAH...Prices starting at $305. p/p 
based on double occupancy 
Includes: Roundtrip airfare from San Diego to Salt Lake, Utah; 2 nights 
accommodations at select hotel, transfers 2 days to ski destination & 2 
interchangeable lift tickets p/p. to include: Alta, Brighton, Canyons, Deer 
Valley, Park City, Snowbird or Solitude. 
'Price does not ind. local surcharge at select ski destinations paid directly to resort. 
Travel 
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Panelists discuss state of diversity 
Natasha Fernandez • News Editor 
Monday night's town hall 
meeting brought together stu­
dents, faculty and staff to ex­
amine the state of diversity at 
USD. All twelve panelists 
agreed that diversity is often 
discussed on campus as a to­
ken characteristic. Still, it 
does not meet the standards of 
an institution of higher learn­
ing that intends to offer a ho­
listic education. 
This meeting was a fol­
low-up to October's town hall 
meeting held in conjuction 
with President Clinton's Initia­
tive for One America. Invita­
tions were sent to organiza­
tions all over campus, as well 
as departments and offices. 
The event was open to the en­
tire USD community, yet Fo­
rum B hosted forty audience 
members. 
"We're here discussing 
diversity at USD, a serious is­
sue, and the President and Vice 
President (Provost) of this uni­
versity are not present," said 
Mark Jones, moderator of the 
question and answer portion of 
the meeting. 
Discussion of numbers 
and percentages ofmirfcMt^' 
students, staff and faculty at 
USD began the night's dia­
logue. As facts and figures 
were thrown around, Dr. Gail 
Perez of the English depart­
ment defined diversity as be­
ing "not just a numbers game, 
it's also about perspectives." 
Students representing 
many facets of campus life 
discussed their own perspec­
tives on diversity at their uni­
versity. 
"USD has exceeded my 
expectations in most areas," 
senior Todd Gloria said. 
Gloria went on to describe the 
environment of this campus as 
a "culture of exclusivity." 
"I was not prepared to 
come here and have my iden­
tity questioned," senior Vicky 
Rodriguez said. "The bulle­
tins and brochures show a di­
verse environment," but that 
was not what Rodriguez found 
once enrolled as a student at 
USD. 
"I found other people of 
color in the United Front feel­
ing the same way—alienated," 
Rodriguez said. 
Steve Poltz of Under­
graduate Admissions held that 
there is a "committment to 
making each incoming class 
be very representative of the 
world they will graduate into." 
Still, students expressed 
their concern that USD does 
not foster an environment in 
which diversity is given atten­
tion. 
"This university is leav­
ing students unprepared for 
the world," said Gloria. 
"We're not addressing the is­
sues we should be. We're pro­
moting tolerance but not ac­
ceptance, awareness but not 
respect." 
According to Sociology 
professor Dr. Gene Labovitz, 
$2 million was given to the 
university for diversity pro­
grams from the Irvine Grant 
Foundation. 
"The programs selected 
were not selected on the basis 
of what is particularly needed 
at USD," Labovitz said. "The 
United Front and Ethnic Stud­
ies program have done more 
to promote multicultural 
awareness at this university, 
yet they got little money from 
that $2 million." 
Steps have been taken to 
improve diversity, as high­
lighted by Guadalupe Corona, 
Assistant Director of Student 
Activities. 
In 1991, the United 
Front established a 
Multicultural Center. Two 
years ago, two positions were 
created in the Associated Stu­
dents: the Secretary of 
Multicultural Programming 
and Director of Multicultural 
Issues. Together with other 
programs, Human Relations 
Workshop weekends, (retreats 
which raise issues of diversity 
to students,) have been spon­
sored and supported by AS. A 
Hate Crimes Initiative has 
been established to document 
hate crimes and respond to 
bias-motivated incidents. 
With all these efforts, it 
would seem that the state of 
diversity requires no discus­
sion, but that was clearly not 
the view of the participants in 
this discussion. 
"We're here to talk about 
diversity, but I really don't see 
any," senior Fernando Rejon 
said. "I'm often the only per­
son of color in a class. With 
all the ignorant comments in 
class I have to deal with, it 
doesn't make sense that I'm 
spending this amount of 
money for people to make me 
feel uncomfortable." He 
thinks that people feel the 
multicultural center fulfills 
the diversity requirement. 
The concerns of dis­
abled students were raised 
and it was noted that more 
efforts are needed to 
accomodate students with 
special needs. Attention was 
also drawn to the fact that 
other students do feel uncom­
fortable on campus for rea­
sons other than cultural diver­
sity. Socioeconomic status, 
physical apprearance and 
other such differences were 
cited as other reasons for feel­
ings of alienation. 
» The issues brought up 
Monday night will continue to 
be brought to the attention of 
the university through follow-
up sessions throughout the 
year. 
Also, efforts are being 
made by individual offices and 
organizations to look into in­
creasing the number of minor­
ity applicants to USD, creat­
ing more competitive financial 
aid packages for students, hir­
ing more faculty and staff to 
reflect the diversity of the 
greater community and to in­
crease the retention of students 
of ethnicity. 
Students in the United 
Front and in other organiza­
tions that support diversity 
have made an effort to pro­
mote diversity throughout 
USD. Programming and out­
reach have been the tools of 
students to promote respect for 
all types of diversity. Students 
feel that they alone cannot ac­
complish it all. Support from 
the institution, including ef­
forts on behalf of administra­
tors and faculty to foster a 
more welcoming environment 
to students of diversity is a 
need loudly voiced by partici­
pants in this meeting. 
Students strive to survive A Without Shelter 
Daniell Tafff • StaffWriter 
In honor of USD's Hunger 
and Homelessness Week sev­
eral students will attempt to sur­
vive a night without shelter. 
The night incorporates an 
evening of speakers addressing 
the problems of the homeless, a 
visit to a variety of shelters and 
an overnight in a cardboard box. 
Andra Bell, junior, partici­
pated in the Night Without Shel­
ter last year and said that while 
the students didn't have the 
same pressures as the homeless, 
"it really opened my awareness 
to what was going on." 
The students are asked to 
fast and not to shower the en­
tire day of the event. Everyone 
is allowed to bring either a 
sleeping bag or a blanket; but 
are challenged to bring as little 
as possible without jeopardizing 
their health. 
Beforehand, each partici­
pant must raise a sponsorship of 
$25, which is given to St. 
Vincent de Paul Village, one of 
the nation's and San Diego's 
oldest and most committed shel­
ters for the homeless. 
In the afternoon students 
build their cardboard shelter for 
the evening and are fed a cup of 
soup, a slice of bread and wa­
ter. After the evening's meal 
several speakers from St. 
Vincent de Paul Village speak 
to the group about the issues and 
components of being homeless. 
"The speakers have a huge im­
pact on the students. All of them 
are either homeless currently or 
have been homeless in the 
past—some of them have had 
careers or are prior college stu­
dents, so this always breaks 
down the stereotype of who a 
homeless person is. It can be 
anybody," said Christina Lam­
bert, Director of the University 
Ministry. 
According to the San Di­
ego Regional Task Force on the 
Homeless, there are more than 
8,000 urban homeless and 7,000 
rural homeless in our region. 
More than fifty people have 
signed up for this year's expe­
rience, which will begin at 3:45 
p.m. Friday afternoon; ending 
around 7:00 a.m. Saturday 
morning. 
Students agree that the 
speakers are an integral part of 
the evening. "It made me think a 
lot," sophomore Scott Feyka said. 
After the speakers, the 
students break down into small 
groups and visit two or three of 
San Diego's twelve homeless 
shelters. Bell enjoyed this part 
of the evening because it "gave 
faces to the people who are in 
need" and made her realize that 
there are people who really live 
like this. 
Each shelter in or around 
the San Diego metro area is 
dedicated to providing services 
for different types of homeless 
people, ranging from the San 
Diego Youth and Community 
Services Shelter, a shelter spe­
cifically for homeless youth to 
Casa del Migrante, a shelter 
providing Mexican immigrants 
with food and shelter while they 
see Shelter on page 7 
New Director of Public Safety ready 
for the challenge 
Jesse Garcia • Staff Writer 
FBI Command Col­
lege graduate, Larry 
Barnett, assumed the 
role of Director of Pub­
lic Safety. He took over 
for the position on Nov. 
1 from Assistant Direc­
tor, Dave Epstein, who 
had been assuming the 
role of acting director 
since Rana Sampson re­
signed over the summer. 
Barnett has a desire to 
get to know the USD 
community through 
"hands on" interaction 
Barnett chose USD 
because he was "ready to 
continue to grow and 
ready to face new chal­
lenges." He was also 
impressed with the 
"quality of this institu­
tion and the values that 
are the foundation that 
USD is built upon." 
Having escaped the Ari­
zona heat by moving to 
"America's finest city," 
Barnett would like to 
work at least another 10 
years before retiring. 
For the next few 
weeks, Barnett plans on 
evaluating "how we do 
business," and finding 
out what the needs of the 
community are. He 
would like to determine 
how to better serve the 
needs of USD and to 
meet his overall goals. 
Barnett's main goal is to 
"enhance the safety of 
this community and to 
reassure everyone that 
USD is a very safe envi­
ronment." 
Barnett expressed 
interest in looking into 
several new ideas as well. 
He would like to see ad­
ditional student and fac­
ulty/staff involvement 
and additional commu­
nity safety educational 
programs to be con­
ducted with community 
members and the Public 
Safety Department. 
Barnett would also like to 
continue to "enhance and 
develop additional skills 
of the Public Safety Of­
ficers though increased 
training." 
Aside from these 
ideas Barnett would also 
like to evaluate various 
needs of the students. 
These needs include stu­
dent escorts at night, 
more lighting throughout 
campus and more emer­
gency phones for safety 
concerns. Barnett is very 
open to student and fac­
ulty/staff input, which he 
hopes to obtain through 
surveys, which may be 
done on an annual basis 
and by making himself 
available. 
From the parking 
perspective, Barnett's 
ideas are constantly go­
ing through his head as 
well. He spoke of "in­
centives for bicycling to 
campus" and possibly 
"integrating USD's tram 
service with local com­
munity public transpor­
tation." .This could in­
clude a pick up service 
at the Old Town trolley 
station. The value of the 
services and the financial 
impact are two main 
concerns for his ideas as 
well, but if USD em­
braces the possible 
changes, then Barnett 
definitely seems like the 
person who will make 
things happen. 
On the technical end 
of the department, 
Barnett would like to 
"enhance the use of au­
tomation." He is consid­
ering having reports 
electronically inputted; 
meaning if someone 
would like to file a re­
port, that person can fill 
out a report form on-line. 
Barnett would also like 
to update the Public 
Safety website, making 
it interactive and even 
making reports available 
to students on-line. 
Thus far in his 
short reign as director, 
Barnett says he has "en­
joyed meeting the cam­
pus community and all 
the wonderful people." 
He considers himself to 
be "more of a coach 
rather than a director," 
especially since his ap­
proach is very hands-on. 
He would like to reas­
sure all that he is "pull­
ing together resources to 
meeting his goals and 
keeping USD safe." 
Barnett had 10 years 
experience as Chief of 
Public Safety at North-
em Arizona University, 
five years as a safety of­
ficer in Risk Manage­
ment at the University of 
Arizona, Assistant Secu­
rity Director for Anamax 
Mining Company and 
headed a narcotics and 
street crimes task force 
in Flagstaff. 
HSIAO MIN PANG 
Hands on leadership: Larry Barnett considers 
himself to be "more of a coach rather than a director," 
especially since his approach is very hands-on. 
Students give more than thanks this holiday season 
Erica Klein and Erica Swenson • Staff Writers 
This holiday season 
USD students have the 
opportunity to make a 
difference to people less 
fortunate. The commu­
nity is sponsoring two 
separate programs. The 
Giving Tree and "Shoes 
that Fit." 
The Giving Tree is a 
week long service 
project sponsored by the 
Associated Students that 
benefits needy men, 
women and children of 
the San Diego commu­
nity. On Nov. 29 the 
Special Projects Com­
mittee will begin collect­
ing donations of non-
perishable food, clothing 
for all age groups, toilet­
ries, bedding, toys, elec­
tronics and household 
items. 
The donated items 
will go to five local 
charities, including 
Homestart, St. Vincent 
DePaul, the El Nido Bat­
tered Women's Shelter, 
Casa San Juan and 
Rachel's Women's Cen­
ter. 
There will be a com­
petition among campus 
organization in order to 
get everyone involved. 
"It's a way to build spirit 
within the USD commu­
nity and to bring every­
one together towards a 
common goal," said Lisa 
Chapparone, AS Direc­
tor of Special Projects. 
All donations made 
will be awarded based on 
the condition and value 
of the item given. The 
organization that re­
ceives the highest num­
ber of points will be in­
vited to a special awards 
party, catered by Oscar's 
and the organization's 
name will be inscribed 
on the crystal Giving 
Tree award. 
"Shoes that Fit" is a 
program that benefits the 
lives of needy school 
children. "These are the 
children who desperately 
need our help . . . and 
they are always so grate­
ful for what they re­
ceive," program founder 
Elodie Silva said. 
Silva, a secretary at 
Roosevelt Elementary 
School founded "Shoes 
that Fit" in 1992. She 
came across a number of 
children who did not 
own a decent pair of 
shoes. This inspired her 
to start the "Shoes That 
Fit" program. 
Students involved in 
the program fill out a 
note card with their 
name, age, and shoe size. 
School nurses submit 
these cards to a "Shoes 
that Fit" representative at 
USD. Junior Aaron 
Motola is this years 
project coordinator. The 
most fulfilling part of his 
job is seeing the kides 
get excited, when they 
are provided with proper 
footwear. The cards are 
then placed on bulletin 
boards on campus, spe­
cifically the Market 
Place and Financial Aid 
Office. Select a note 
card and purchase the 
shoe specified by that 
child. The shoes are col­
lected at UC161 and then 
delivered to the children. 
"Shoes That Fit" 
gives all students, fac­
ulty and staff the oppor­
tunity to make an impact 
on the life of a child. The 
small pleasure of new 
shoes can boost a child's 
confidence and attitude. 
Donating is a simple task 
and the effects are tre­
mendous. 




Minimum wage increase won't USD implements three year long 
affect USD work study program distance plan with AT&T 
Lisa Stevenson • StaffWriter Daniell Taff • Staff Writer 
In mid-July, USD signed 
an agreement with AT&T to 
provide long distance service 
to the university over the next 
three years. This is USD's 
fourth corporate sponsorship, 
joining the ranks of Coca-
Cola, KPMG and Wells Fargo. 
This means that USD is striv­
ing to gain corporate sponsors 
in an attempt to attract more 
students in the future. 
The AT&T long distance 
rates are standard Direct Dial 
rates. This means students 
pay for long distance rates ac­
cording to the prices AT&T 
sets, not the university. Be­
fore the agreement with 
AT&T was signed students 
were charged business rates 
for long distance calls. "Phone 
bills used to be a huge revenue 
for all universities. Now be­
cause of the competitive rates 
that different companies offer, 
the university is more con­
cerned with better service, not 
revenue," said Tom Holliday, 
Director of Administrative 
Computing at USD. 
While some students are 
satisfied with the new rates, 
others like Senior JoJo 
Crivello are astounded by the 
cost of calls. "I made a 60 
minute call to Ireland at 2:00 
a.m., and it cost me $93— 
that's more than a dollar a 
minute," Crivello said. 
Sophomore Michael 
Mancuso noticed the differ­
ence in the new prices as well, 
but he thinks they have 
changed for the better. "I can 
see the difference in long dis­
tance—it definitely costs me 
less this year to call home as 
opposed to last year. I still 
don't know what's up with lo­
cal phone calls though," 
Mancuso said. 
USD has always had local 
phone rates through Pacific 
Bell. However, these rates are 
business rates because the uni­
versity is a big business. While 
business rates are usually 
higher than residential rates, 
the service is a higher standard 
and all inclusive (as far as in-
house technicians, extra ser­
vice jacks, etc.) Student calls 
from the dorms are the same 
as those local calls made from 
a professor's office. This rate 
is a standard Pacific Bell rate, 
seven cents for the first minute 
and one cent for each addi­
tional minute. Local residen­
tial rates are four cents for the 
first minute and one cent there­
after. 
While this three cent dif­
ference may seem a bit steep, 
the benefits serve the needs of 
both the students and the fac­
ulty and staff at USD. In a 
residential area, one would 
have to pay for any repair or 
The minimum wage in­
crease of $l/hour over three 
years passed by the Senate last 
week may not affect USD em­
ployed students for a few years. 
"As it's (the bill) proposed 
right now, you will not see an 
impact on the work study pro­
gram until three years from 
now or whenever wage in­
crease goes into full effect," 
said Lisa Bach of Student Em­
ployment. The minimum pay 
for work-study students is at 
$6.10, which is 95 cents more 
than the current minimum 
wage. Therefore, the university 
would only have to reconsider 
its minimum pay level when 
the proposed increase reaches 
the $1 mark in March of 2002. 
President Clinton may 
veto the measure, which in­
cludes an $18.4 billion tax cut 
for businesses. Clinton says 
the measure is merely a method 
to advance special interest tax 
breaks. He instead backed a 
plan to have a $ 1 /hour increase 
over two years without large 
tax cuts. Republicans in Con­
gress, however, disagree and 
are pulling together to back the 
measure passed on Nov. 9. 
They say that the tax breaks 
would help businesses absorb 
the cost of paying higher 
wages. The 2000 elections are 
on the horizon and this bill may 
become one of the heated is­
sues during the next year. 
If the GOP bill becomes 
law, the minimum wage 
would increase in increments 
of around 35 cents in March 
of 2000 and 2001 and of 30 
cents in March 2002. The 
minimum wage would then be 
at $6.15/hour. While the bill 
may not affect most work 
study jobs on campus, until 
2002, most students are opti­
mistic about the possible wage 
increase. " I think that the 
minimum wage should be in­
creased to keep up with the 
rate of inflation," Freshman 
Josie Wilkes said. 
After the Senate passed the 
bill, the House Ways and 
Means Committee voted for a 
GOP bill also increasing the 
minimum wage by $l/hour 
over three years with a tax cut 
of $30.2 billion. The larger 
tax cut in the House is due 
to a provision that would de­
crease estate tax by $16.2 
billion. The tax decreases 
are supposed to be paid for 
the projected surplus, which 
would not include Social 
Security dollars. This may 
point to an unavoidable tax 
reduction in America's fu­
ture. 
Students at USD are 
skeptical about the numer­
ous battles between the Re­
publicans and Democrats in 
Congress. "I think that it's 
a good idea because things 
cost so much money, but 
businesses are going to raise 
prices if they get a tax cut," 
Freshman Tina Adjaj said. 
"They say that we have 
more money to pay their 
prices. I also don't believe 
that there really is a surplus 
budget and that they're just 
trying to cover up what 
they're really doing; which 
is using our money to pay 
for the tax cuts." 
However, others ac­
knowledge that the Con­
gressional debates over 
minimum wage, taxes, and 
Social Security won't affect 
the policy makers as much 
as it will future generations. 
Some students feel that the 
change won't really make 
a true difference. "An in­
crease in wage is good, but 
you can still be paid lower 
wages. It will probably 
make it harder to get raises, 
because of the increases, 
even if you've worked 
somewhere for a long 
time," Freshman Leah 
Ribble said. 
It is still too early to 
tell if or when the mini­
mum wage bill would ac­
tually go into effect as a 
result of the opposition to 
President Clinton. "The 
idea of spending the whole 
surplus probably won't 
hold up in the scrutiny of a 
political battle," Domenici 
said at the Capitol. '"I 
frankly believe we win any 
way he (the President) 
chooses to do it."' 
Shelter 
Continued from page 5 
await their deportation back to 
Mexico. 
"This is a part of the night 
which shows each individual a 
different component affecting 
the homeless," Lambert said. 
After these visitations, the 
participants come back to USD 
to share the stories of adversity 
which they have seen and heard 
during the evening. The issues 
involve everything imagin­
able— domestic violence, men­
tal illness, AIDS, alcohol and 
drug abuse, homeless youth, 
veterans, and the elderly. 
One of the largest groups 
of homeless in San Diego 
County are Vietnam veterans. 
Robert Van Keuren, former ex­
ecutive director of the Vietnam 
Veterans of San Diego said, 
"Homeless veterans in this 
country are not unlike soldiers 
in combat—living in the field, 
surviving by their wits with lim­
ited rations under extreme liv­
ing conditions. It is both dan­
gerous and debilitating and ev­
ery day they must continue to 
do 'battle.' Their adversaries are 
a lack of housing, unemploy­
ment, physical and emotional 
disabilities, substance abuse, 
and hopelessness." 
David Crigby, Adminis­
trator at the San Diego Youth 
and Community Services, offers 
another explanation of homeless 
youth. "These kids in here come 
from all walks of life. Some 
have been abused throughout 
to add any services while at 
the university this is free. In 
addition, the university incor­
porates free voice mail for 
every dorm on campus, which 
Pacific Bell charges $8.95/ 
month. 
As part of the new 
agreement with AT&T stu­
dents like Crivello can find 
out how much they will be 
charged for a long distance 
phone call, before they make 
it, by calling the Campus Card 
office at x5999. The plan 
leaves the option available for 
students to use credit and call­
ing cards in order to place long 
distance calls. Compared to 
other universities, USD phone 
rates are not excessively high, 
differing only by a few cents. 
The new agreement provides 
a continued relationship with 
one major carrier and ensures 
quality service and rates in the 
future. 
In response to student 
complaints about phone rates, 
Hollee Chapman, Vice Presi­
dent of Student Issues said 
that the Associated Students 
are addressing the problem. 
At the Student Issues Board 
meeting on Nov. 30, a mem­
ber of the Campus Cards of­
fice will address the issue of 
phone rates and the services 
they offer as opposed to Tele­
communications. 
their lives and they turn to drugs 
as an answer to every day. We 
are here to offer them support-
—it is our hope that they can 
become someone as all young 
people should focus on doing— 
becoming someone." 
Some students who par­
ticipate in Night Without Shel­
ter, such as Feyka, are unable 
to last the entire night in their 
cardboard boxes. "I was freez­
ing," Feyka said. Despite his 
two pairs of socks, two shirts, a 
sweatshirt and long paints, he 
was unable to handle the cold 
and ended up retreating back to 
his room. 
Sophomore Joseph 
Horejs survived the entire night 
and felt it really helped him 
identify with the poor. 
AS This Week Associated Students 
AS This Week 
Today, Nov. 18 Tuesday, Nov. 23 
Kwanza Luncheon in William Still Grant 
Salomon hall 12-2 p.m. Presentation in UC Forum 
AB 
Acha Salsa Lessons in UC 7:30 p.m. 
Forum A at 7 p.m. 
Thursday, Nov. 25 
Sunday, Nov. 21 HAPPY 
Trip to the Getty Museum THANKSGIVING!!!! 
in Los Angelas bus will 
depart from in front of the Nov. 29- Dec.4 
UC at 12:00 p.m. Giving Tree Week 
Monday, Nov 22 S.M.I.L.E. Week 
The movie "American Pie" 
will be shown in the UC Wednesday, 
Forum Dec.1 
8:30 p.m. Cafb Asylum in Aromas 
8:30 p.m. 
Giving Tree 
y\S WOULDLJK TO THANK 
ALLTDOSB W+-IO 
UOMOCOMDNO 1999 SUOL\ A 
MOMOKABLO BVBNTl!!! 
ESPECIALLY TO KATE DAVID AND HER 















For the last Five years 
Giving Tree has become a part 
of USD's tradition. This week 
long philanthropic event is 
dedicated to the spirit of giv­
ing. We try to motivate the 
organizations on campus to 
participate by offering an in­
centive. This year the winner 
will receive a banquet catered 
by Oscar's. Giving Tree week 
this year is Monday, Novem­
ber 29,h, 1999 to Friday, De­
cember 3rd. (See calendar be­
low for a summary of the 
week's events). 
The goal of the week is 
to get everyone in the spirit of 
giving for the holiday season. 
The organization that earns 
the greatest number of points 
for the week will receive the 
banquet. The points can be 
earned through participation 
and the donation of goods. 
The goods that can be donated 
are toys, clothes, toiletries, 
electronics, and canned food. 
The items may be new or 
used. 
All of the items collected 
throughout the week will be 
donated on Friday, November 
3rd to Five local charities. 
These charities are Homestart, 
St. Vincent de Paul, El Nido, 
Rachel's Women's center, and 
Casa San Juan. Please come 
out and join in the fun. On 
Tuesday we will all be play­
ing in the SNOW!!! 
If you have any questions 
please call Lisa at x4987. 
MONDAY: Blessing by 
Dr. Hayes at 6:00pm, Univer­
sity Ministry will be singing, 
summary of rules, and free 
cookies 
TUESDAY: double point 
day, snow, gift wrapping con­
test 
WEDNESDAY: double 
point day, Cafe Asylum, cook­
ies and hot chocolate 
THURSDAY: double 
point day, BSU nooner, BSU 
speaker in Shiley at 7pm 
FRIDAY: double point 
day, last day to participate 
S.M. 




Are you inte 
ceiving a scholarship? Well... 
here is your chance. For the 
last six years the SMILE 
scholarship has been 
awarded to Students Making 
It a Little Easier, not only on 
our campus but also in the 
San Diego community. 
Last year the scholarship 
was awarded to three indi­
viduals who were very suc­
cessful in their academics as 
well as their involvement on 
campus. 
Some of the ways the 
Special Projects Committee 
has started raising money for 
this fund is through Penny 
wars, pictures with Santa dur­
ing dead hours of Giving Tree 
week and SMILE week. 
SMILE week is Novem­
ber 29,h to December 3rd. 
There will be smile penny 
banks located by the registers 
in the cafeteria, deli, market­
place, bakery, traditions, and 
aromas. 
The proceeds from the 
mufFin of the day and the 
gourmet sandwich of the day 
will be donated to the schol­
arship. Another way that the 
committee is reaching out this 
year is by sending 30 letters 
out to local companies and in­
viting them to donate to the 
scholarship. 
This scholarship will be 
awarded in May so please 
look for applications in April. 
If you have any questions 
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Work for the 
VISTA next 
semester as an 
Ad Rep. 
For more info, contact 
Jeanne at X4714. 
Get Ready For 
Your Most 
Refreshing Course 
»«»'H IM 4  
Coca-Cola Company is looking for a student 
rep on this campus. It's a great job with a 
great company on a great campus. 
To be a Coca-Cola Campus Marketing Manager, 
you must be a full-time student and be totally tuned in to 
all aspects of campus life. You'll need good marketing skills, 
as well as strong organizational abilities. You'll be called on 
to identify marketing opportunities and to present, sell, and 
promote Coca-Cola brands on campus. 
If you're a current sophomore or junior and are looking for 
real world experience, visit us at 
www.edventurepartners.com/cmm for all the details, job 
requirements and application procedures. 
Great JDr ink._ , Great Job. 
Each Campus Ms-UetinQ Managor wll be employed by the local Coca-Cola bottler, which is an equal opportunity 
employer 
Ciw-The Coca-Cola Company. "Coca-Cola,' the Dynamic Ribbon device, the Contour Bottle design, the Red Disk 
Icon are registered trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company. 
If you are a non-business major and you want to improve your marketability, 
The Haas School of Business 
at the University of California Berkeley 
Summer BASE Program IS FOR YOU! 
July 5 - August 11, 2000 
Learn the fundamentals of: 
• Accounting • Marketing 
• Finance • Organizational Behavior 
• Hands-on market & financial research 
• Business related computer applications 
• Effective communication & presentation skills 
• Prepare for the corporate recruiting process 
Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors will benefit from this rigorous, six-week 
summer curriculum that will include lectures, case studies, company visits, 
guest speakers and student presentations. 
For more information, visit our website at: 
haas.berkeley.edu/Undergrad/base.html 
or contact us via email at: BASE@haas.berkeley.edu 
EXTENDED 
STUDIES 
Catalogs now available! 
SDSU Wintersession 
January 3-21,2000 
REGISTER ON-LINE FOR WINTERSESSION 
ON OUR SECURE WEB SITE: 
http://www.ces.sdsu.edu 
Register via the internet, in-person 
or by mail as soon as you obtain a 
catalog 
• Earn up to four units 
• Choose from hundreds of 
short, intensive courses from 
a variety of departments! 
* Credit earned is resident 
credit applicable to your 
degree. 
n-person registration will take place at the College of Extended 
Studies. Gateway Center (Hardy Avenue Entrance). 
Life at USD _Society and Culture 
Alumni relations are i priceless Michelle Marsili • Society and Culture Editor 
As a freshman going through the first few weeks 
of school, we were bombarded with many new 
things. Surviving the eventful Orientation week, 
a.k.a. "O-Week," was a task in and of itself. A whole 
new life revealed itself, and at the same time we 
greeted our new college life with open arms, we 
were also confronted with the harsh reality that 
we would be out of college in four short years. We 
would be on our own in the "real world" in a few 
years, and we would be relying on USD for guid­
ance to help us get where we wanted to go. 
During O-Week, we attended 
many lectures and heard 
several people talk to us 
about a variety of issues: 
from the basics like 
dorm life and the tasty 
food in "the caf," all the 
way to topics such as ca­
reer services and getting 
a job. For many, getting 
a job was the last thing 
on peoples'minds. Mak­
ing friends and surviving 
the community showers 
in the dorms were the 
main concern at that 
point in time. 
But there does come 
a time when reality sets 
in, and you seriously 
start thinking about 
your future and possible 
career opportunities you 
want to pursue. When 
that point in time pre­
sents itself, internships 
and interviewing are of 
primary importance. 
USD has a career ser­
vices program designed 
to help students meet 
those needs. They can 
help you create a re­
sume and give you tips 
on interviewing as well 
as provide important 
alumni relations infor­
mation. 
A friend and USD 
graduate, currently en­
rolled in the graduate 
program at Columbia 
University, told me 
about the excellent 
mentoring program of­
fered at his school. He 
informed me of a phone 
directory they have, 
filled with people who 
have studied and spe­
cialized in many fields, 
and have later gone on 
to attain jobs in those 
fields. The list contains 
contact numbers of 
people in all different 
lines of work ranging 
from marketing and ad­
vertising to psychology 
and biology. 
They voluntarily 
give their name and 
number because they 
want to be contacted. 
They want to help be­
cause they are familiar 
with the frightening 
feeling of knowing that 
you will be out of school 
soon, and will be faced 
with the harsh reality of 
getting a job and sup­
porting yourself. It's al­
ways comforting to 
know that someone else 
has been in your shoes. 
It just so happens 
that USD lends a help­
ful hand in providing 
such a service. The Ca­
reer Services Depart­
ment is helpful in many 
ways, but there are other 
services offered as well. 
The new On-Line Com­
munity (OLC) is a quick 
and easy way to find in­
formation regarding stu­
dents, parents, faculty, 
and alumni. 
Among other tools, 
the OLC offers: a career 
center with job and re­
sume posting, the op­
portunity to advertise 
your services as well as 
seek out other services, 
and an updated direc­
tory of thousands of 
USD alumni, which will 
be available in Spring 
2000. On-line discus­
sion groups and mes­
sage boards are other 
useful features offered. 
Once you get your ID 
number and register, 
you will have the 
chance to use the OLC 
in a secure environment, 
free of charge. 
Another service 
USD provides is the 
Student Alumni Asso­
ciation (SAA). The 
SAA is helpful in link­
ing current students 
with USD alumni. 
There are many activi­
ties and events going on 
all the time, and the 
SAA is a helpful tool in 
creating awareness 
among the students 
about these activities. 
The SAA is also 
responsible for promot­
ing events such as the 
Senior Banquet, where 
there is dinner, dancing, 
and a video presentation 
of the seniors through­
out their years at USD. 
Career Day, which is 
held in the spring, is yet 
another opportunity to 
meet alumni and pro­
spective employers. 
Companies are there to 
recruit new members 
and set up interviews. 
Who would want to 
miss such an opportu­
nity? Co-sponsored by 
the SAA and Career 
Services, this event pro­
vides an ideal opportu­
nity to network and at­
tain valuable advice. 
Playing a vital role 
at USD, the SAA coor­
dinates alumni events. 
They meet each week, 
promoting social inter­
action and networking, 
inevitably opening 
doors to creating busi­
ness relationships and 
job opportunities in all 
types of career fields. 
One such event just 
passed this last week­
end. The annual Home­
coming weekend is a 
popular time for USD 
alumni to return and 
visit with old friends. 
Aside from the tailgate 
party and football game, 
there is a dinner dance, 
receptions, reunions, 
and a Homecoming 
Mass in Founders 
Chapel. 
This is a wonderful 
chance for alumni to 
catch up with old 
friends and reminisce 
over old memories. But 
it is also a good time for 
current students to talk 
to people who have al­
ready graduated. Being 
able to observe people 
undergo the recruitment 
and interviewing pro­
cess is very helpful. 
Talking to them after 
they have graduated 
about life after USD is 
beneficial as well. 
As students move 
through college, they 
pass through many 
stages. In the beginning, 
students are understand­
ably overwhelmed. Em­
bracing a new environ­
ment, new friends, being 
away from home, and 
starting a new chapter in 
their life is not the sim­
plest of tasks. As time 
passes, students become 
more involved and their 
awareness heightens. 
They narrow their sights 
on what they want, and 
they go for it. 
As first year stu­
dents, everything is spo­
ken in generics, but as 
seniors, reality kicks in. 
Being employed is no 
longer something in the 
distant future - it is in the 
near future. USD has 
many wonderful oppor­
tunities that can help 
your college experience 
a lot less overwhelming 
and frightening. It is 
critical to take advantage 
of those services offered 
to you while you can. 
KARL STRAUSS BREWERY & GRILL, LA JOLLA 
S1 BEERS 
Karl Strauss Handcrafted Beerl 
La Jolla 
Appetizer Specials! 
10:00 P.M. to Midnight 
Every Thursday night! 
KARL STRAUSS 
L A  J O L L A  





Building into the new millennium 






Looking around campus 
it is hard to avoid the eye sore 
of cranes seen operating dili­
gently to build the Jenny Craig 
Pavilion. The construction is 
not new, but it's not going to 
end any time soon due to the 
recent announcement of a new 
Science Center. 
As USD celebrates its 
50th birthday, some students, 
faculty and alumni are begin­
ning to ask if academic devel­
opment and living standards 
are being sacrificed at the cost 
of construction. Can students 
enjoy life on the mesa with 
reverse warnings blaring from 
dump trucks? Can they enjoy 
a nice walk around campus 
amist dust flying in the ocean 
breeze? 
With Hughes Administra­
tion Building and Colachis 
Plaza constructed in 
late 1995 and early 
1996, the university 
began acting on its 
master plan of de­
velopment. 
The next move 
was construction on 
the Mission parking 
structure in 1997. 
Adding a newly de­
veloped entrance to 
the construction 
plans of the struc­
ture, an entirely new 
look hit the eastside 
of campus. 
Soon, people 
were asking what's 
next, and that an­
swer came quickly. 
Before the con­
crete on the parking 
structure floor was 
barely finished set­
ting, there was the 
announcement of 
the Jenny Craig Pavilion. The 
pavilion would provide the 
school with a sorely needed 
athletic and conference facil­
ity. 
With all these additions, 
though, came the guarantee of 
noise, dirt and confusion 
caused by mass construction. 
For the past four years this 
construction has been con­
stant, and the groundbreaking 
of the Joan Kroc Center certi­
fies its continuance. 
If a new science center 
follows that project, will stu­
dents ever see the campus 
without cranes, parking cones 
and dump trucks? 
"Eliminating West Point 
Field is going to be a prob­
lem," Robby Beamer, a fresh­
man, said. "It's one of the few 
natural places on campus 
where you can go and just 
run. 
Freshmen, Lindsey Cook 
had a different perspective. "I 
haven't really thought about it 
[the construction], but it might 
detract from the whole school 
setting," she said. "If there's 
things going on while you're 
trying to study, I could see 
how that would be annoying." 
Not everyone dislikes the 
idea of construction interrupt-
ing the serenity of USD, 
though. 
"I think it's good," Phil 
Briggs, a junior, said. "The 
more buildings the better, es­
pecially with the pavilion. I 
think we are in desperate need 
of a stadium and a better rec­
reational facility because the 
one right now is not very 
good. And the justice center 
is also very nice." 
Current teachers such as 
Dr. Thomas Herrinton, Chem­
istry Chair, agree. His depart­
ment would directly benefit 
from the construction of the 
proposed science building 
which will be located in the 
lower Olin Hall parking lot. 
"I think it will have a tre­
mendous and beneficial im­
pact," Herrinton said. "We 
have insufficient space cur­
rently to meet student de­
mand, and the space that we 
have here in Camino Hall is 
almost fifty years old. It was 
built in a time when science 
was done very differently." 
Space issues are not the 
only appeal a new science cen­
ter offers. An argument can 
be made that the aesthetic 
beauty of the USD campus 
USD FACILITIES 
will draw better professors, 
thus, more competitive stu­
dents. 
"The construction of the 
buildings definitely helps as 
far as making the school ap­
pealing," Joshua Harris, a jun­
ior, said. "More people are 
going to want to come here if 
the place looks nice. That 
means better teachers and 
more competitive diplomas." 
But with a $46,000,000 
price tag for the science cen­
ter alone, how is the univer­
sity planning to fund the con­
struction? Will tuition be in­
creased? Will prices for 
books, parking or food rise? 
USD Director of Budget 
and Treasury Jim Pehl offered 
the following breakdown. 
"$20,000,000 will come 
from gifts, $20,000,000 from 
bonds, and 
$6,000,000 from the 
university's re­
serves." 
The money is not 




"I can't start the 
Center for Science 
and Technology until 
I have half the money 
in my hands," Dr. 
Alice B. Hayes, USD 
President, said. 
"And that's the guid­
ance from the Board 
of Trustees. We have 
20 million in con­
struction money 
from the last revenue 
The artist's rendition of the proposed Science Center (above) demonstrates USD s commitment to maintaining both the 
academic and architectural integrity of the university. The new building will be constructed in the lower Olin parking lot, 
and construction begins once funding is utilized. 
see Science 
on page 11 
Science continued from on page 10 
bond. This was just a brilliant 
move on the part of our busi­
ness people. 
"However, I need to raise 
another 26 million in cash. So, 
until I have that in my hot little 
hands, the Board of Trustees 
will not let me go ahead with 
the building, and 1 agree that 
this is prudent." 
Dr. Hayes doesn't look 
at the money. Rather, she fo­
cuses on what the overall de­
velopment of the campus will 
do for the university. She 
emphasizes how the place­
ment of the new buildings, 
especially on the west-side of 
campus, will create new part­
nerships in learning. 
"You'd come up the hill, 
and here's this wonderful 
complex," Hayes said. "There 
is the library, the School of 
Business, the Center for Sci­
ence and Technology, and then 
the Kroc Institute. Now, you 
have some new relationships. 
The science majors are more 
and more going into science 
and technology as well as into 
the business world. So hav­
ing the science building next 
to the School of Business is a 
very strategic placement." 
Dr. Hayes raised another 
point regarding the new sci­
ence building. 
"Of course every student 
who enrolls in the undergradu­
ate program at USD must take 
science, so every student at the 
university is going to be in that 
building. It just has a very 
exciting potential." 
Dr. Herrinton agrees. "Ev­
erybody has to take a science 
class, actually two — one in 
the life sciences and one in the 
physical sciences. Every stu­
dent on campus is going to go 
through that building and is 
going to benefit from that fa­
cility." 
Other than the Jenny 
Craig Pavilion which is sched­
uled for completion next fall, 
none of the new development 
projects will be completed 
soon. All current students can 
do is think of how nice the 
campus will look when they 
come back for their reunions. 
With this development, 
students, alumni, family and 
friends of the university will 
see a very different USD as the 
school builds into the millen­
nium. 
The new look is one that 
has been carefully orches­
trated, though. It seems to 
flow naturally with the 50th 
anniversary slogan, "Tradition 
with Vision." 
Letter to the 
Editor 
Dear Editor, 
After reading the article 
by Mark Jones ("Why don't 
you care?" Nov. 11, vol. 36, 
No. 20) I felt not only a desire 
to write, but an overwhelming 
compulsion. 
Mr. Jones begins his ar­
ticle with an extrer lely broad 
generalization that Americans 
feel it is "all right to treat us 
[African-Americans] bru­
tally." 
Forgetting that fact that I, 
nor others I have talked to, 
elected Mr. Jones the spokes­
person for the entire country, 
the statement is just not true. 
I am in no way saying that 
racism is not an atrocious 
problem that plagues this 
country at every level. How­
ever, to insinuate that the ma­
jority of Americans feel that 
this racism is justified is a 
broad leap in judgement. 
Jones should think in greater 
length before classifying 
Americans as a whole as rac­
ist. 
Next, Jones purports to 
not be defending Dubose. 
Nevertheless, Jones feels ex-
trerpely confident that the po-
lice where unjustified in 
shooting of him. 
I, myself, am aware of the 
facts surrounding the Dubose 
situation, which is why I 
choose not to write about it in 
a public forum. 
Throughout the article 
Jones continually claims that 
the police were in the wrong. 
He even goes as far as to claim 
the reason the police shot 
Dubose was because, "He was 
less human." 
Outside of being Crescin, 
I would like to know how Mr. 
Jones has any idea what the 
police were thinking when 
Dubose was shot.? Likewise, 
to make a judgement based on 
absolutely no facts (at least I 
see none given in article) is 
clearly ignorant. If Mr. Jones 
wishes to decide the criminal 
and moral culpability of oth­
ers, I suggest he state how he 
concludes what he does. 
Mr. Jones then wishes to 
show that this is just another 
line in the racist ways of San 
Diego police department. To 
prove his thesis, he looks at 
the one shooting that was 
deemed unjustified in the past 
23 years. He jumps to the con­
clusion that because the police 
officer was African-American 
that must be why he was found 
to have unjustifiably shot 
someone. 
Once again this is another 
case of Jones making assess­
ments of a situation based on 
absolutely no facts. Mr. Jones 
should investigate such a 
claim before making a state­
ment because to make such a 
statement without any facts to 
back it up is just irresponsible. 
Lastly, I would like to ad­
dress the way Mr. Jones not 
only lumps all African-Ameri-
cans together as having one 
view but all Caucasian-
Americans as well. 
Mr. Jones' article talks 
about how the black commu­
nity as a whole feels about this 
issue and others. Once again, 
(unless I missed something) 
Mr. Jones was not elected as 
the orator for any group of 
Americans. I feel that many 
people would be offended by 
his attempt to convey their 
feelings on this issue or any 
other. Secondly, I take great 
exception to Jones referring to 
whites as "you." For example, 
he states "What is it going to 
take for YOU to under­
stand..." This statement 
speaks for itself. 
When I read Mr. Jones' 
article I was shocked that 
someone would write suchr an 





The Vista welcomes all letters 
concerning articles published. 
Submit them to: Katherine 
Olimpia, UC 114b or email 
them to kolimpia@acusd.edu. 






Insight Life at USD 
aving our future irg ming the environment 
JEN OHLEN 
TEAG: Students are responsible for protecdting the environment, but USD needs to support their efforts. 
Have you ever walked 
aimlessly around campus try­
ing to, find a recycling bin? 
Maybe you have noticed the 
mass amounts of Styrofoam 
cups used by dining services, 
or the plastic silverware made 
from petroleum products in 
Traditions and the Deli. I 
know that I have, and all of the 
above bother me greatly. 
It seemed to me when I 
first got here last year that 
there was a definite lack of en­
vironmental concern here at 
USD. I immediately started a 
recycling corner in our suite 
and easily persuaded all of my 
roommates to store our plas­
tic bottles, cans, and paper 
goods there until I located the 
nearest receptacle for these 
items. 
We continued to recycle 
all year, with the recycle bins 
a mere 100 yards from our 
suite in Missions A. I also 
joined the Environmental Ac­
tion Group last year, but, sadly, 
slacked off as classes became 
too hard and the few students 
interested in the club had con­
flicting schedules. 
This year I live in the 
Bahias, and it is such a hassle 
to recycle! The only recycling 
bins I have been able to locate 
the ones we used last year, 
which are quite far to travel to 
with leaky bottles, cumber­
some boxes, and sticky cans. 
I still attempt to do good 
for the environment, but it 
sometimes seems so much 
easier to just throw things in 
the nearby dumpster. I began 
to get frustrated with the lack 
of areas to recycle all over 
campus, and decided to try the 
Environmental Action Group 
again. 
I was very pleasantly sur­
prised—so much so that I 
want to share my findings with 
all of you. I interviewed the 
president of the Environmen­
tal Action Group (TEAG), 
Montygiera Montygierd, a 
Junior who is majoring in En­
vironmental Studies. He gave 
me the scoop on what is being 
done to make USD more en­
vironmentally friendly. We 
met in-Traditions and he told 
me about the state of "green" 
affairs at USD when he was a 
freshmen. 
"One day during dead 
hours my freshmen year, a girl 
came into our suite and flipped 
out because of all the trash, 
especially recyclables, that 
were building up in the rooms. 
She said we did nothing to­
ward addressing environmen­
tal issues on this campus. 
This really got me to 
thinking about these issues 
because since I was a kid I 
have been all about preserving 
and conserving the outdoors. 
Unfortunately, my thoughts 
remained just thoughts, and 
my concerns went by the way­
side for a while." 
In spring of his Sopho­
more year, Montygierd passed 
Scott Martin one afternoon, 
who was holding a petition 
addressing environmental 
problems on campus. 
Martin said he wanted to 
start a group with other stu­
dents who were concerned, 
and he wanted to accomplish 
more than simply passing 
around a petition. 
The next month for these 
concerned students, including 
Montygierd and Martin, was 
spent planning an awesome 
Earth Day 1998. 
"We utilized a lot of 
sources outside of school, and 
it was a successful event," says 
Montygierd. 
Last year, the year I half-
joined the club, Montygierd 
took the year off of school, and 
the group of concerned stu­
dents remained small, though 
still firm in their beliefs that 
USD had a long way to go 
before being as environmen­
tally conscious as possible. 
These students put on another 
Earth Day celebration, led by 
Brian O'Neil. 
So that brings us to 
present day, a present where 
Montygierd remarks, "It 
seems to me that a lot more 
students are concerned about 
the Earth, not just students, 
either, but people everywhere 
are realizing that we have to 
take action. To my pleasant 
surprise, many of the staff 
members are not only support­
ive and aware of our environ­
mental concerns, but they 
want to take action." 
The first open meeting of 
TEAG on Sept. 29th, around 
60 students and faculty mem­
bers appeared in UC Forum A 
to discuss what can be im­
proved ecologically at USD. 
Greg Harkless, a staff 
member who works in Out­
door Adventures and is a USD 
Alumni, remarked he hadn't 
seen so many USD students 
with the same environmental 
goals in one place since 1992, 
when the. Conservation Club 
was active on campus. Four 
core groups formed to address 
different issues and bring back 
their respective ideas and 
plans to the larger group ev­
ery month or so. 
One group deals with edu­
cational outings/speakers for 
the members of the club, such 
as the recent excursion by 
TEAG students into Tecolote 
Canyon to help take out non-
native plant species. Another 
event in the works is a beach 
clean-up with the Bio-Oceans 
Club. The students planning 
the events for TEAG are led 
by Scott DePaul. 
More students are work­
ing on planning Earth Day 
under the leadership of Brian 
O'Neil. Montygierd says, "We 
want Earth Day 1999 to be a 
huge event that is a coopera­
tive effort among many stu­
dent organizations. We would 
like to see campus-wide in­
volvement, and events leading 
up to the big day. There are 
plenty of resources we can uti­
lize to make this a celebration, 
something super-exciting." 
The club is looking into 
becoming a part of a nation­
wide conglomerate of envi­
ronmental groups, where USD 
would be one of many col­
leges and organizations 
throughout the country work­
ing together to celebrate Earth 
Day in creative ways. 
The recycling group, led 
by Brooke Mackenzie, has set 
a goal of making all of the stu­
dents here aware of what prod­
ucts are recyclable and loca­
tions where these products can 
be recycled. 
Though it is an uphill 
battle to obtain more of what 
USD regards as "unsightly" 
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recycling bins,- it is still ex­
tremely important that the 
very few areas available for 
Earth-conscious students to 
recycle are publicized. 
Montygiera believes that, de­
spite the lack of opportunities 
to recycle, since his first year 
here in 1996 "there has been 
an overall increase in the 
awareness of students toward 
recycling." 
This group will be one 
step closer to their goal of ad­
vertising and publicizing 
after dead hours on November 
18th, when they will be host­
ing a booth full of information 
on the pros of recycling, and 
the cons of just trashing prod­
ucts. 
The last group formed 
during the initial TEAG meet­
ing addresses the issue of con­
sumer products. This group, 
led by Lauren McCutcheon, 
has set a goal to make the stu­
dents at USD more aware of 
the products they use and how 
they contribute to destroying 
the environment. 
I interviewed Jennifer 
Granados, a sophomore, who 
was in the club last year as 
well as this year, to get another 
student's perspective on the 
activities of TEAG. 
"This year there is a lot 
more energy, organization, 
and people helping out. We 
are working toward bigger 
goals." When I asked her why 
Just the 
Facts 
• Using recycled alu­
minum beverage cans to 
produce new cans allows 
the aluminum can industry 
to make up to 20 times 
more cans for the same 
amount of energy. 
• Using recycled glass 
to produce new glass cuts 
related air pollution by up 
to 20% 
cycled forever. 
tons of garbage were gen­
erated in the United States. 
That's 4.4 pounds per per-
recyclingand composting. 
3.4 pounds of garbage per 
person was sent tolandfills 
' 
**provided by the De­
partment of Conservation: 
Division of Recycling. 
she was motivated to join the 
club, Granados replied, "I am 
a Biology major and an Envi­
ronmental Studies minor, and 
I have always loved animals 
and being outside." Her inter­
est in the club stems from her 
goal of trying to create a con­
nection between TEAG and 
other students and community 
organizations; she is excited 




ambitiously that, while most 
ecologically-concerned clubs 
have only lasted as long as the 
interested club-members were 
at USD, his main goal is for 
TEAG to survive. "We may 
not be the first, but we want to 
be the best." 
So, what are some pro­
grams being implemented by 
USD administration? I asked 
Montygiera this question, and 
then decided to go directly to 
the Director of Dining Ser­
vices. From the student per­
spective, Montygiera com­
ments, "The staff if very sup­
portive of what we are trying 
to do, listening to our requests 
and then making changes 
wherever possible to become 
more environmentally 
friendly." 
I interviewed Rudy 
Spano, "head-honcho" of all 
the dining facilities at USD. 
When asked for a list of some 
of the measures taken by din­
ing services to cut down on 
consumer waste, Spano re­
plied with the following im­
provements: Cereal is now or­
dered in bulk and put into plas­
tic bins in the Cafeteria, which 
cuts down on the packaging 
waste from many individual 
boxes; napkins are made from 
recycled paper and are placed 
on tables, this way students 
only take what they need in­
stead of grabbing an unneces­
sary handful at the front of the 
line and a large dumpster out­
side of the UC is used to re­
cycle cardboard and is emp­
tied every week or so. 
Other environmentally-
friendly moves around cam­
pus scheduled for the future 
include getting rid of the 
ketchup/condiment packets in 
Traditions, and using bottles 
instead of the plastic packag­
ing. This would cut down on 
consumer waste and trash pro­
duction. 
Mr. Spano made sure to 
tell me that, "We have been, 
and will continue to be respon­
sive to student action groups 
who come to us with concerns. 
Everything we have changed 
in Dining Services is a result 
of students interacting with us 
over the years to show how we 
can better reuse, reduce, and 
recycle our products as best as 
possible while still keeping in 
mind the consumers' needs." 
The Styrofoam cups in all 
of the dining areas bothered 
me a lot when I first arrived 
on campus, so I asked Mr. 
Spano if anything was being 
done to get rid of these harm­
ful products. 
He replied that the Coke 
contract called for a switch to 
paper cups, unfortunately, 
these are wax-covered and not 
much better for the environ­
ment. 
However, there is hope! 
To encourage less consumer 
waste in the Deli, Aromas and 
Traditions, Dining Services, in 
conjunction with TEAG, will 
soon be avidly publicizing and 
promoting a dime discount off 
of all drinks with the use of 
your own cup/mug. 
Next I asked about the 
possibility of getting more re­
cycling bins to stand along­
side the garbage bins around 
areas with high waste produc­
tion. Spano informed me that 
this is "a consumer issue", 
dining services can not "hold 
every student's hand and di­
rect them toward which trash 
to recycle." It is completely 
the student's initiative 
whether or not to throw 
recyclables in the trash can or 
the bin marked "Recycle-
Only". 
Many students may not 
make the effort to recycle. As 
much as I don't like to think 
negatively about human na­
ture, I am not so idealistic as 
to believe that everyone cares 
as much as I do about the en­
vironment. 1 can almost un­
derstand why residents would 
throw away all of their 
recyclables rather than trek­
king to the nearest bin to re­
cycle them. 
It is a known fact that 
humans will choose the path 
"of least resistance," the one 
that requires the least amount 
of energy or effort expended. 
However, I would like to be­
lieve that if there are two 
choices, each as simple and 
uncomplicated as the other, 
such as a trash can and a re­
cycling bin right in front of 
you as you take the last gulp 
of your pop, that you would 
choose the bin that makes life 
a little easier to live for our 
descendants a few years down 
the road. 
Without the access to re­
cycling bins in front of the 
dining areas how will we ever 
know how many students are 
concerned enough to make 
the choice? 
Montygiera affirmed my 
opinion when he commented 
that TEAG can really only 
"vocalize the useful and pro­
ductive programs on campus 
and then figure out where the 
students stand". 
If the feedback is really 
positive, then TEAG will 
tackle bigger issues with the 
support of the student body 
behind them. 
see TEAG on page 19 
Sports_ Intercollegiate Athletics 
Highlights 
Women's Soccer 
Junior Gina Poltl received 
WCC First Team honors. Se­
niors Allison Benoit, Jesse 
Crothers, and Vanessa Thiele 
received WCC Second Team 
honors. Leila Duren, Val 
Strocco, Heather Swanson, 
and Sufia Wali received WCC 
Honorable Mention. 
Football 
USD junior quarterback, 
Tom Jackson, was named PFL 
Player of the Week for his role 
in Saturday's win over Wagner. 
Jackson completed 17 of 24 
passes for 321 yards and three 
touchdowns. 
Torero tailback, Oscar 
Arzu, rushed 17 times for 96 
yards last weekend to push him 
over the 1,000 yard mark on 
the season. Arzu carried the 
ball 162 times this year while 
rushing for 1,077 yards which 
is the second best Total for USD 
since moving up to Division I-
AA in 1993. 
Volleyball • 
USD Toreros split the 
weekend on the road with one 
win and one loss. On Fri. 
Nov. 12th Toreros were de­
feated by Santa Clara, 6-15, 
12-15, 15-13, 15-11, and 13-
15. Senior Petia recorded 32 
kills. 
USD faced the University 
of San Francisco on Sat. Nov. 
13th, defeating them 15-4, 15-
13, and 15-0. The Toreros are 
now 20-5 overall and 10-3 
WCC. 
Golf 
USD's men's golf team 
won the 1999 Santa Clara In­
vitational with a three round 
team total of 873 (291-286-
296) at the Silver Creek Val­
ley Country Club (par 72; 
6,868 yards) in San Jose, Cali­
fornia. The Toreros outdis­
tanced runner-up Santa Clara 
by 17 strokes in the eight-team 
field. USD senior Patrick 
Hawkins led the Toreros with 
a second place finish of 216 
(74-69-73). 
Homecoming win sends 
seniors out with a bang 
Jeff Seeker • Sports Editor 
The USD Toreros ended 
their 1999 season on a positive 
note, and capped off an emo­
tional Homecoming Weekend, 
beating the Wagner Seahawks 
31-12 last Saturday. 
USD evened their record at 
5-5 overall, in what was the fi­
nal game for 10 Torero seniors. 
The underclassmen, however, 
played extremely well, and 
showed that the cupboard will 
not be bare as we look to the 
next millennium. 
With a large number of 
alumni in attendance, the 
Toreros took it to the Seahawks 
in a penalty marred game before 
a crowd of over 3,000 at Torero 
Stadium. 
"It was a very emotional 
game for us," quarterback Tom 
Jackson said. "I'm just glad we 
sent our seniors out with a bang, 
and I thought we played real 
well." 
Jackson led the way for 
USD, completing 17-24 passes 
for a season best 321 yards and 
three touchdowns. Two of the 
touchdowns came at the hands of 
sophomore tight end Matt 
Guardia. Guardia had scoring 
catches of 41 and 32 yards re­
spectively to pace the Torero at­
tack. 
A large percentage of 
Jackson's completions, however, 
were to record-setting receiver 
Dylan Ching. Ching, a senior, 
ended his illustrious career in 
good fashion catching six passes 
for 122 yards. He is without 
question the most storied receiver 
in Torero history, as he ends his 
career with 189 receptions, 32 
touchdowns, and 3,111 yards. All 
of which are USD records. 
Another senior playing in his 
final game was cornerback Kaeo 
Gouveia. Gouveia, the school's 
all-time interception leader, 
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I'm Open! PFL Player of the Week, Tom Jackson, drops back for the 
first of his three touchdown passes against Wagner. 
blocked a Wagner field goal to 
help preserve the USD win. 
Eight other seniors finished 
up their collegiate careers on 
Homecoming. Among them 
were offensive linemen Josh 
Bird, Kona Nakanelua, Sean 
McCarney, and Chad Power. 
All-PFL performers Aaron 
Garrison and Mike Stadler also 
depart, although they both sat out 
the season with injuries. Defen­
sively, the Toreros will have to re­
place standout defensive back, 
Wade Van Dusen, who finished 
the season fifth on the team with 
44 tackles. 
Senior Khalid Maxie, a wide 
receiver out of Montclair, Cali­
fornia, caught seven passes this 
season for 69 yards. His only 
touchdown of the year came on 
the Toreros opening possession of 
the game as Jackson found Maxie 
for a 34-yard score to take a 7-0 
lead. 
Wagner, however, took ad­
vantage of a Tom Jackson fumble 
deep in USD territory as running 
back Rick Sari lie scored frqm one 
yard out. The extra point attempt 
failed and the Toreros remained 
ahead by a score of 7-6. 
This turned out to be the clos­
est the Seahawks would come the 
rest of the afternoon, as Jackson 
hooked up with Guardia for their 
first of two scores late in the sec­
ond quarter. 
After a defensive stop, USD 
regained possession with less 
than two minutes to go until half-
time. Jackson and company ex­
ecuted a textbook drive which 
had them first and goal from in­
side the Wagner five yard line. 
The Toreros were unable to 
punch it in during their first two 
opportunities, and a costly per­
sonal foul penalty left them with 
fourth down from around the 30 
yard line with under five seconds 
remaining. 
Freshman kicker, Rafael 
Ocampo, who had struggled ear­
lier in the season, came on and 
kicked a 45-yard field goal as 
time expired to put USD up 17-6 
at halftime. The kick was the 
third longest in Torero history. 
Wagner came out of the 
locker rooms fired up, as 
Sarille scored his second 
touchdown of the game on 
their opening drive. Once 
again, the extra point at­
tempt failed and the Toreros 
remained on top 17-12. 
This would be the final 
time the Seahawks would 
see the endzone, as the 
Torero defense turned up 
their intensity. They 
stopped three consecutive 
plays from their own 1 -yard 
line which resulted in a field 
goal attempt. Gouveia 
blocked the kick to put an 
end to Wagner's final scor­
ing opportunity. 
Leading the way defen­
sively was junior safety 
Kyle Slusser who had three 
interceptions. Slusser, who 
was a 2nd Team All-PFL se­
lection last season, didn't 
lose a beat this year as he 
led the Toreros in intercep­
tions and tackles. 
Sophomore linebacker, 
Bryan Baxter, was equally 
as impressive recording 11 
tackles in the game, giving 
him a total of 93 on the year. 
The Toreros would 
score twice more, with 
Guardia's second touch­
down coming on a 32-yard 
catch, which was almost a 
mirror image of his first. 
Junior tailback, David 
Lembo, added a 13-yard 
score with just under seven 
minutes remaining in the 
game. 
Overall, the Toreros 
had a strong season, despite 
getting off to a shaky start 
due to some costly injuries. 
They finished only 1-3 in 
league play, which was 
good enough for fourth 
place. The season was high­
lighted with come from be­
hind wins over Whittier and 
Cal Lutheran, as well as a 
their showdown against Ivy 
League power, Yale on Oc­
tober 2nd. 
see Football on page 17 
Spotlight: 
No regrets for Torero legend Mike Stadler 
Dominic Mucciacito • Sports Editor 
Senior quarterback Mike 
Stadler has not taken a snap 
from center for a couple of 
months now, but that hasn't 
kept him from being honored 
with a student athlete award 
which focuses as much on 
social awareness as it does on 
touchdown passes. Burger 
King recently named Stadler 
as their Division I-AA Col­
lege Football Scholar Athlete 
of the year. 
In honor of his academic, 
athletic and community ori­
ented achievements, the cor­
poration donated ten-thou­
sand dollars to the University 
of San Diego's general schol­
arship fund last Saturday be­
fore the Toreros took the Field 
for their season finale against 
Wagner College. 
Stadler's journey to scho­
lastic recognition almost 
didn't happen. Upon gradu­
ation from El Cajon Valley, 
the three-sport athlete was 
headed to the University of 
the Pacific with a baseball 
scholarship when fate inter­
vened. 
The San Diego Padres, 
only a phone call and a pro­
fessional contract away, 
drafted Stadler in the late 
rounds of the 1992 draft 
which meant college would 
have to wait a while. After 
three years with the Padres 
minor league affiliate and an­
other year with the Cleveland 
Indians farm team. Stadler 
left the game of baseball in 
the summer of '95 due to a 
lack of playing time and 
eventually to an injured rota­
tor cuff. 
"I didn't want to look 
back and say, 'Could I have 
J made it? Could I have done 
something with baseball?" 
said Stadler. "I wanted to 
give it a try, and if it didn't 
work out I'd go back to 
school." 
After spending four 
years riding the bench and the 
team bus, Stadler decided to 
revisit his roots. So he returned 
to San Diego and began to focus 
on resuming his education. In­
eligible for collegiate baseball be­
cause of his professional experi-
ence, Stadler hoped to give foot­
ball another toss which narrowed 
his decision to San Diego State 
and the University of San Diego. 
According to Stadler, the larger 
scale schools did not appeal to his 
disposition towards tight knit 
communities. 
"I wanted to go to a smaller 
school and I had the chance to 
come here (USD) to play football 
and get a great education," 
Stadler said. Stressing the sig­
nificance of that education, 
Stadler enrolled in the Pre-Med 
program and declared himself a 
Biology major. 
Fortunately for the USD 
football program, he wasn't con­
tent to merely hit the books. In 
the fall of '97, the 23-year-old 
sophomore began to hit Torero 
the receivers as well. Assuming 
control of the offense in spectacu­
lar fashion he enjoyed the most 
prolific statistical year in the his­
tory of the university. While shat­
tering the school's record for 
touchdown passes, Stadler de­
voured Pioneer League oppo­
nents to the tune of 1,303 yards 
and 20 touchdowns over a five 
game span. 
"I had a great group of re­
ceivers that year, and everything 
just clicked," Stadler said. "I had 
a lot of fun. I still can't believe 
it. looking back." 
By season's end he had 
thrown for 2,287 yards and 30 
touchdowns while completing 
nearly 60% of his passes. 
Picking up where he left off, 
Stadler continued to pick apart 
defenses in his junior year. Al­
though the team finished with a 
disappointing record of 2-8, he 
and receiver Dylan Ching contin­
ued to hook up for big numbers 
and key scores. The duo stead­
ied the offense in one of the most 
frustrating seasons in school his­
tory. Stadler threw for 2031 yards 
and 17 scores and Ching was re­
sponsible for almost half of that 
with 63 catches for 915 yards and 
12 touchdowns. Over a span of 
only two complete seasons the 
former baseball player was now 
ranked as the top passer in school 
history with 4,324 yards and 47 
touchdown passes. 
Stadler was named to the 
First Team All Pioneer Football 
League for the second consecu­
tive year, but team goals still 
weighed heavily on the quarter­
back as he headed into his senior 
campaign. 
"That's all we talked about 
all summer long was winning the 
(PFL) League Championship and 
having a great time," Stadler said. 
With Stadler and his favorite tar-
I 
get Dylan Ching returning for the 
'99 season optimism brimmed to 
record highs. Who knew what 
the future held for the record-set-
ting quarterback? A PFL title? A 
Heisman Trophy? The NFL 
Draft? Players and coaches 
agreed that the sky was the limit. 
Then the sky fell out. As he 
dropped back to pass on the first 
drive of the '99 opener the pocket 
collapsed and down went Stadler, 
changing the complexion of the 
entire season in disastrous man­
ner. 
"I stepped up into the pocket 
to throw, and got caught from be­
hind." Stadler said. "They just 
grabbed my ankle and my leg got 
bent up underneath me... I felt a 
couple of pops and I knew." 
Stadler knew his football ca­
reer may be over. He had torn 
his Anterior Cruciate Ligament 
(ACL) which would require sur­
gery and months of rehabilitation, 
but, more significantly, would put 
his athletic career in jeopardy. 
As it turns out, he had tore 
one of the ligaments while par­
ticipating in off season drills. On 
the eve of his senior season 
Stadler decided to forgo the sur­
gery and play through the injury 
while wearing a bulky brace. 
Against practical medical advice, 
he refused to give up on himself 
and his teammates. 
"It was my senior year, and I 
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Over a span of only two complete 
seasons the former baseball player was 
now ranked as the top passer in school 
history. 
was going to have surgery either 
way so I figured -4here was not 
much worse I. could do to it," 
Stadler said. "I guess I was 
wrong." 
Knowing that attempting to 
play with a torn knee ligament 
could debilitate him even further, 
why would Stabler, a future 
medical student, gamble on it? 
Stabler laments confidently to 
have no regrets. 
"It is a lot more rehab now, 
and a lot more pain now, but I 
wouldn't have wanted to walk 
away from it saying, 'Maybe I 
could have played,'" Stadler said. 
"There was a chance I could have 
done it, so no, I wouldn't have 
done it different." 
More so than ever before in 
his life Mike Stadler was left on 
the outside looking in. He was 
forced to move onto campus be­
cause the cast on his left leg dis­
abled him from driving from his 
house in El Cajon. On crutches 
he hobbled around campus as a 
fallen hero who was cheated 
out of a final run at glory. 
While his teammates pre­
pared for a long season with­
out him, Stadler buckled 
down for a tough semester of 
rehabilitation and home­
work. 
As tragic as his story 
sounds, Stadler remains in 
good spirits and shies away 
from any sympathy. He ad­
mits that the injury has left 
him with more idle time than 
he is accustomed to, but he 
has used the opportunity to 
make new friends. Friend­
ship is not a passing gesture 
for the record-setting quar­
terback. While known as a 
notorious competitor, Stadler 
surprisingly remembers the 
good times he spent with his 
teammates as the most 
memorable. 
see Stadler on page 17 
Highs and lows for women's soccer 
Nicole GrieCO • Assistant Sports Editor 
USD's Women's Soccer 
took on cross-town rival San 
Diego State (15-6) before a 
crowd of 2,158 at Torero Sta­
dium, defeating the Aztecs 2-
1 in first-round, single elimi­
nation NCAA Tournament 
competition. USD finished 
their regular season in second 
place in the West Coast Con­
ference with a record of (5-2). 
The Toreros and Aztecs 
didn't meet this season. How­
ever, these two teams are no 
strangers. Prior to the game, 
the Aztec's held a three-match 
winning streak against the 
Toreros. Unfortunately, the 
Aztec's luck ran out in this 
critical time of the season, and 
the Toreros walked away with 
a win in one of their seasons 
most important matches. 
The game included nu­
merous highlights that kept the 
crowd on the edge of their 
seats. The crowd itself was a 
highlight as they sang soccer 
chants and supported two lo­
cal teams play great soccer. 
In the first half of action 
both teams displayed aggres­
sive soccer. A key save from 
goalie Leila Duren robbed 
SDSU from a possible goal, and 
the game remained scoreless go­
ing into the second half. 
The intensity level of the sec­
ond half was evident both on the 
field and in the crowd. SDSU 
transfer Sufia Wali gave USD 
fans something to cheer about 
when she scored her 12th goal of 
the season in the 63rd minute of 
the game against her old team. 
How did Wali feel about her 
goal? 
"I'm on cloud nine not only 
because of the goal but for the 
win that will keep our season 
going," Wali said. 
It wasn't long after that 
Megan Mattes scored for the Az­
tecs, making it a tie game with 
only 19 minutes of regulation 
time. This goal sparked the en­
ergy of both teams; it was 
anyone's game. 
Senior Kendra Wales ended 
SDSU's dreams of makipg it past 
the first-round of playoffs when 
she headed-in an assist from 
teammate Val Strocco. Wales 
76th minute game-winning goal 
was enough to send USD to the 
second round of NCAA Tourna­
ment for only the second time in 
school history. 
"I was overdue for a goal, 
and I'm just happy it came at time 
when the team needed it," Wales 
said. 
USD Coach John Cossaboon 
summarized the match. "It was a 
50-50 game. We controlled it a 
little better." 
SDSU coach Chuck Clegg 
agreed saying, "Both teams 
played equally and emotionally." 
With the win over San Di­
ego State behind them the 
Toreros traveled to Westwood to 
challenge 14th ranked UCLA 
Bruins. The outcome of this 
match resulted in a Torero 1-2 
sudden death overtime loss. 
In the first half of play, the 
Bruins dominated the game hold­
ing USD to only one shot. UCLA 
took a 1-0 lead in t he 34th 
minute when midfielder Venus 
James scored off an assist from 
forward Staci Duncan. 
In the second half USD came 
on strong, delivering nine shots 
and holding UCLA scoreless. 
Jhe Toreros tied the game with 
53 minutes on the clock after a 
penalty kick was awarded be­
cause UCLA's Karissa Hampton 
was called for a handball in the 
box. Captain Heather Swanson 
took the kick for the Toreros, 
placing her shot into the top right 
corner of the net. 
Swanson's goal sent the 
game into sudden death overtime. 
UCLA freshman Jessica Winton 
scored the game-winning goal in 
the forth minute of overtime to 
advance UCLA third-round 
NCAA competition, ending the 
Toreros 1999 season to a 
close. 
"UCLA came on strong 
and scored two beautiful goals 
that were difficult to stop," 
Cossaboon said. "UCLA well 
deserved the lead at half, and 
we did well to come back and 
tie. All the credit goes to 
UCLA, they're a great team." 
Men's soccer begins 
N(#^Xjlk Championship 
with a Bruin battle 
The 1999 West Coast Con­
ference Champion, USD men's 
soccer team, will begin their 
quest towards an NCAA Cham-
pionship Sunday November 21 
against the UCLA Bruins. The 
game will be played at the North 
Athletic Field on the UCLA 
campus at 1:00 p.m. This will 
be the Toreros seventh trip to the 
NCAA Tournament this decade, 
and third in a row. 
This will also mark the third 
time in the last eight seasons that 
USD and UCLA have met in 
post-season play. The Toreros 
prevailed in two of these 
games in 1991 and 1992. 
USD will be without the 
services of standout goal­
keeper Matt Hall who suf­
fered a broken wrist in last 
Thursday's practice. He is 
expected to be out for the re­
mainder of the season, which 
means backup Justin 
Neerhof will be asked to take 
over in the net. 
Ticket prices for the 
contest are $7 for adults, and 
$5 for students with valid 
I.D.'s. 
Cross-country wraps up their 
C-. 
season in Portland 
Andrew T. Marchi • Staff Writer 
This past homecoming 
weekend officially wrapped 
up the 1999 Torero cross­
country season. Despite inju­
ries and losses throughout the 
season, the team showed true 
spirit and hard work and de­
termination at Blue Lake Park 
in Portland, Oregon. 
Facing its toughest com­
petition of the year, the 1999 
NCAA region 8 championship 
welcomed 3 runners from the 
men's team and 6 from the 
women's. After reports from 
both weather stations and 
Portland natives, it originally 
appeared that the race would 
be under heavy rain. Upon 
arriving at the airport in Portland, 
the Toreros were greeted with 
light showers and the beautiful 
fall season of Oregon. 
The race, however, proved to 
be just the opposite, it seemed as 
though the Toreros took San Di­
ego weather with them. A crisp 
morning air was the setting for 
the 10:00 a.m. men's 10k(6.2mi) 
race, and the women's 11:00 a.m. 
5k (3.1 mi) race. 
The men raced first, in a pack 
of over 150 runners. Scott 
Bergen, excited about the muddy 
course, said, "The mud really 
slowed down the race. Even 
though there were no hills, the 
mud easily added an extra minute 
to the times." Bergen placed 
well, finishing at 36:06. 
When asked what the high­
light of his race was, Bergen said, 
"I beat a guy from Portland." 
Brennan Taylor and Andy 
Marchi ran stride for stride for 
the first 5 miles of the race, but 
in the end Taylor proved to be too 
strong and surged ahead of 
Marchi in the final loop. Taylor, 
finishing first for the Toreros, 
placed 113th overall with a time 
of 34:49, and Marchi placed 
118th with a time of 35:02. 
Six Toreros participated in 
the women's race. Senior Katie 
Grim, in her final race, finished 
among the leaders with a season 
personal best of 19:30, placing 
113th. The women's field was 
large, but the Torero women made 
their presence. 
"I was really happy with the 
race," Grim said. 
Jennifer Pici and Fabian 
Mueri finished together with a 
time of 20:13, placing 135th and 
136th. Karen Isitt also ran a tough 
race with a time of20:26 and fin­
ished fourth for the Torero team. 
Karen has come a long way, es­
pecially since there was doubt of 
her returning this season. She 
proved to be a scoring force for 
the team. 
Jane Ziegler, a third year run­
ner, finished strong with a time 
of 21:16, followed by freshman 
Kim Pace at 21:31. All six 
women finished within 2 minutes 
of each other, showing once again 
team unity on the course. 
The women placed 23th 
overall, beating teams such as 
Cal-State Fullerton, LMU, 
USF, and Saint Mary's. 
"I will tell you some­
thing, those women sure im­
press me." Coach Cota said. 
"They ran one heck of a race. " 
The Toreros finished the 
season in high spirits. The 
hospitality of Portland, espe-
cially the team's favorite 
bread bakery, was a great end 
to a great season. 
At the conclusion of last 
Wednesday's workout Katie 
Grim said, "I can't believe this 
is my last practice ever." 
USD athletics congratu­
lates Katie Grim and Scott 
Bergen, and would like to 
thank them for four years of 
dedicated athletics and aca­
demics. As for the rest of the 
team, congratulations on a 
great season, and USD cross­
country fans will await your 
return next year. 
Tickles your funny bone 
Jane Doe 
Offbmt 
Cheers on the lunatic fringe 
Ahhh, one of my favor­
ite subjects is afoot. No, I 
don't mean that a foot is my 
favorite subject, mean that... 
Forget it. 
I'm gonna talk a little bit 
about athletic supporters. 
No, not jock straps.. .dang it! 
This is about the Hooli­
gans, ok! There have been a 
number of questions raised 
as to the adequacy, useful­
ness and necessity of the 
Hooligans at USD. This is a 
topic close to my heart, as I 
am an athlete at USD, so I 
figured I would jump on the 
bandwagon and get my two 
cents in. I have brought a 
few of my friends along and 
this is the gist of our conver­
sation: 
Jane Doe So, the 
Hooligans are under fire. I 
have heard comments rang­
ing from "they dish it out, 
they should be able to take 
so flack1' to "they are de­
structive and evil." I dis­
agree. Your thoughts? 
Dr. Rosenrosen. 
Being a doctor, I have spent 
a lot of time in schools and I 
have rarely seen such devo­
tion and school spirit. I like 
them. I wish there were more 
of them but the 20 or so who 
are always there are funny and 
help a lot. 
Judy McDonald: I 
have been at USD for about 15 
years and I have seen the way 
the spirit used to be here and I 
can say it's much better now. 
Scott Bergen is hot and I am 
playing at the Laugh Factory in 
LA next week. 
"Some Chick": I think 
that they should be able to 
handle a little negative feed­
back. They do all those mean 
cheers and stuff... 
Antonio the Torero: 
Yeah, sometimes they get a little 
mean, but that is their job. They 
are fans. "Fan" comes from "fa­
natic" which means "a member 
of the lunatic fringe" (I looked 
it up in my mascot's dictionary). 
They distract the opponents. 
They fire up our folks. That is 
good. Plus, have you heard 
them rip on each other? They 
can handle a few comments 
from the peanut gallery. I have 
mascot-ed all around California 
and not only are the Hooligans 
very good at what they do, they 
are pretty well known in the 
cheer and athletics community. 
John Coktosten That 
is hella true. I am from North­
ern California and the Hooligans 
are known up there. People think 
they are hella cool and hella loud 
too! I think they're hella funny. 
Other schools don't like playing 
down here. I know some girls on 
SCU's volleyball team and they 
hella hate coming all the hella way 
down here and hella playing hella 
USD. 
Coach Vickery I coach 
in a high school and I wish my kids 
had that kin of fan support. Those 
Hooligans are a boon to mankind 
and should be given money. That 
little lady Margie Pierce was 
badmouthing them last week but 
her attention span slipped and she 
started talking about'walky-talky, 
or something. 
She said that they pat them­
selves on the back after a win. 
Well, she must be leaving early to 
get out of the parking lot on time 
because all I ever notice is a stand­
ing ovation and the occasional 
bowing in homage to the players. 
Egor Straviski: As an ath­
lete, I can vouch for the claim that 
they do help. It fires you up to hear 
them out there and it makes me just 
wanna rip my opponents apart. We 
get maybe a thousand people at 
each event, maybe more, and I love 
the Hooligans. 
They make the other team feel 
dumb and get their heads out of it. 
I love that they yell and cheer and 
sing and everything. I mean, not 
many other Golf teams can say 
that they have that many fans out 
every time! 
Carl Strauss, [editor's 
note- Mr. Strauss's statement 
could not be deciphered] 
So that about says it all, yes? 
I can understand why some 
people would take offense at the 
Hooligans cheering and singing. 
Maybe they do have a song that 
advertises themselves. 
The point is, they have about 
20 that are for the players and it 
is all meant in a spirit of noise-
making and fun anyway so 
what's the difference? Other 
schools hate them. 
USD athletes love them. 
Isn't that enough incentive to say 
they are for the best? If you think 
the Hooligans are that destruc­
tive, then maybe you should 
check your loyalties. 
The Hooligans have a good 
time and help our teams win 
(which they are in a big way this 
year). I say, good for them. 
Would you rather leave our 
school spirit to the Greeks? Sure 
they do great until they get their 
attendance points and then they 
bail. 
Four years ago when I was a 
freshman, there were about 100 
people at a football game and 
no one at anything else but 
men's hoops. My friends and 
I had come from big sports 
high schools and wanted to 
make something happen 
down here. Our athletic de­
partment was pretty good but 
our fans sucked. 
The next year, a new 
wave of wackos came in and 
brought the name "Hooligan" 
with them and a new force in 
NCAA sports arose. Three 
years later, we have one of the 
finest programs in Div. I 
sports (with the size school 
we have) and one of the best 
and most recognized fan 
groups. They are not the 
Cameron Crazies, but they 
are young. 
If you-want more info 
about the Hooligans, go to a 
game. Find the loud people, 
sit with them and you will be 
a Hooligan. 
There is no fee to get into 
this brother/sisterhood. 
There is no pledging or trial 
period. There is no require­
ments and no one is turned 
away. If you are a fan, you 
are a Hooligan. Our drums 
are your drums. 
When it comes to it, our 
athletes work very, very hard. 
The deserve fans. Hooligan 
or not, a fan is a fan. 
Football continuedfrom page 14 
"It was a roller coaster 
season for us, Jackson said. 
"It was very emotional, but 
I had a real good time." 
The Toreros will be 
looking to build on this 
season's success, and despite 
the loss of the graduating 
players, next year's outlook 
is very positive. Jackson, 
and standout running back Os­
car Arzu look to lead the offense 
next year, while Slusser and 
Baxter return on defense. 
All of the seniors will be 
greatly missed and cannot be 
easily replaced. They should be 
commended for their hard work 
and effort throughout their USD 
careers. 
Stadler continued from page 15 
"I haven't been around at 
practice that much and I miss 
being around all the guys," 
Stadler said. "Some of my best 
friends are on the team, and not 
seeing them as much has been the 
toughest thing." 
While athletic inactivity has 
put Stadler's football future in 
peril, his academic potential is as 
strong as ever. 
"I knew when I was playing 
baseball that I would eventually 
go back to school, and now, two 
sports later, school is it." 
Stadler has spent the last two 
summers working at the Univer­
sity of California San Diego 
Hospital in the X-Ray Depart­
ment as a Radiology Assistant in 
preparation for a career in the 
medical field . He has applied 
to numerous medical schools 
and is awaiting their response. 
Sporting a 3.53 grade-point-
average and a wealth of positive 
word of mouth, Stadler will un­
doubtedly be a welcome addition 
to the world of medicine. 
As Stadler's former team­
mate Demetrius Walcott says, 
"If he can manage to put in the 
time it takes to play college 
football and still be a Pre-Med 
major, and still get everything 
he needs to get done, well 
that's an accomplishment. 
And he does both things 
well." 
Like everything else in 
his life, Mike Stadler does 
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Preview: The Roots Come Alive 
Katie McDonald • Staff Writer 
Arguably the best hip-hop 
group around, the Roots con­
tinue to "rock the mike" with 
the debut of their fifth album, 
The Roots Come Alive. 
Straight out of Philadel­
phia, the group formed in 
1987 first won over alterna­
tive music fans with their al­
bum, Do You Want 
More?!!!??!!, on the 
Lollapalooza tour. Since then, 
the Roots have continued to 
surprise and amaze music fans 
of all types. 
The album the live one 
the group has released is a 
compilation of previously re­
leased songs performed at 
various concerts. As is inevi­
table with all live releases, the 
album is admittedly flawed. 
The group, however, 
stresses that these flaws — 
from missed cues to slurred 
lyrics — bring out the "high­
lights that stuck out during the 
past year of recordings." 
But the group does know 
how to give incredible con­
certs. Unlike most hip-hop 
groups, which use DJ's, and 
samplers, the Roots are an ac­
tual band — one that uses an 
incredibly talented drummer 
and a literal "human beat 
box." 
This is what helps to set 
them apart from most other 
artists of their type — their 
ability to "maintain a distinc­
tive organic sound." 
Although classified as a 
hip-hop band, the group strays 
from that stereotypical subcul­
ture. Not only do they experi­
ment with unique styles of 
performing (jazz is a major in­
fluence) but they also tackle 
issues that are not normal sub­
jects of hip-hop songs. 
The Roots strive to ex­
press the issues that affect the 
"cultural melting pot" in 
which we live. 
The Roots Come Alive 
features such commercial 
tracks as "What You Want 
(featuring Jaguar)" and "You 
Got Me." The album also con­
tains a collection of stylisti­
cally different sounds. An ar­
ray of vocal arrangements and 
fluid beats, the album main­
tains a quality of individual­
ity throughout the two-disc 
set. 
If anything, it proves that 
the Roots are indeed at their 
best when performing live. 
The Roots will be coming 
alive November 26 at the 
Belly Up Tavern in Solana 
Beach. 
Everla blues down at'Canes 
Greg Pawlik • StafFWriter 
With literally a new lease 
on life and a more soulful and 
refined sound than that of his 
hardcore, beer-drinking, in-
your-face lyricism of years 
ago, Everlast (born Erik 
Schrody) has embarked upon 
a new path forming within the 
hip-hop genre. 
The phat beats of House 
Of Pain remain, but Schrody 
has solidified a fresh new ap­
proach by successfully ex­
perimenting with a fusion of 
acoustic and hip-hop musical 
styles, while relaying a sense 
of wisdom and spiritual 
depth, a result of his recent 
life experiences and religious 
conversion to Islam. 
Disillusionment with 
the hollow financial drives of 
the music business caused 
Everlast to quit House of Pain 
in 1994 and do his own thing. 
He spent a long time in 
contemplation, maturing 
from the former life of booze, 
blunts, and a bitter arrogance 
that accompanied it, to one of 
spirituality, and a genuine re­
spect for all life, a theme that 
characterized his latest album, 
Whitey Ford Sings the Blues. 
The album dealt exten­
sively with the subjects of 
hardship and human suffering, 
with a lot of material dedicated 
to contemplation of the reali­
ties of death, watching what 
you do and what you say be­
cause death comes knocking 
at unexpected times. 
Coincidentally and rather 
eerily, Schrody had to be 
rushed to the hospital for 
emergency open-heart surgery 
on the final day of making this 
record, an experience that has 
added to his transformation, 
and further reprioritized the 
things in his life that hold real 
worth. 
"After you go through 
something like that you can't 
help but make peace with the 
world," he said in a February 
Daily News article. 
Everlast has done some­
thing truly creative and unique 
for the hip-hop genre with his 
version of acoustic-based hip-
hop rock, exhibiting strong 
lyricism and a passion that re­
ally strikes a chord far from his 
shallow subject matter of the 
past. 
The artist is quick to point 
out that he is far from selling 
out and abandoning his hip-
hop roots. Everlast simply felt 
that he, and the entire realm 
DELUXE ENTERTAINMENT 
Soulful: Everlast demonstrates creativity in the hip-hop genre in his album, Whitey Ford Sings the Blues. 
of hip-hop music needed an 
emotional jumpstart, with too 
many of today's artists per­
forming only for the size of the 
check, without anything genu­
inely unique to offer. Instead 
of merely being the "rapper" 
Everlast, he wanted to estab­
lish himself as a multi-talented 
"musician" and feel the butter­
flies of anticipation before 
shows again. Schrody is 
seemingly well on his way in 
this quest, and promises to 
give his heart and soul to those 
fortunate enough to see him. 
Everlast will be bringing his 
innovative solo act down to 
Mission Beach's 'Canes Bar 
and Grill on Tuesday, Novem­
ber 23rd. 
Epazote 
Stacy Kubasak • StaffWriter 
From the moment you 
enter the fine-dining, upscale, 
pleasantly-lit Epazote 
resteraunt in Del Mar until the 
time the door is opented for 
your departure, a wonderful 
meal, great service, and 
friendly staff will have made 
your evening dining experi­
ence complete. 
The menu alone exceeds 
the normal southwestern cui­
sine. Appetizers cover every­
thing from quesadillas to sea­
food including shrimp, oysters 
and calamari. 
Main dishes are not only 
moderately priced, they are 
very generous. Epazote is no­
torious for their fajitas with a 
combination of beef, chicken, 
vegetable, shark or swordfish. 
They offer both a lunch and 
dinner menu with a varitey of 
things to eat. 
If you're not in the mood 
for southwest flavor, they also 
offer burgers and sandwiches. 
Epazote's has excellent salads 
that are a little different from 
the norm including a sesame 
noodle shrimp salad. 
The drink list, which is 
everchanging, easily comple­
ments any of the dishes that 
are served. Epazote is famous 
for their shaker margaritas and 
have been voted "best 
margarita" in Southern Cali­
fornia. Their frozen 
margaritas are also tasty and 
include melon, rasberry, 
mango and banana flavors. 
The resturaunt also has an ex­
tensive cigar bar. 
Epazote is a fun place to 
go on a weekend night be­
cause of its busy atmosphere. 
The outdoor seating offers a 
great view of the Del Mar 
beach area. 
They also have happy 
hour everyday and offer half 
off appetizers and shaker 
margaritas from 4:30 to 7 pm. 
On Sundays Epazote's has 
brunch from 10:30 am to 3 
pm. 
Epazote is open Monday 
through Thurday 11 am to 
9:30 and Friday and Saturday 
the bar is open until 2 am. 
Located at 1555 Camino Del 
Mar in the Del Mar Plaza and 








students are eligible, 
encouraged, invited and 
urged to audition. 
Questions? Contact Marilyn Bennett x4120 
Stone Temple Pilots rock back with 
triumphant new album 
Mike Flynn • StaffWriter 




l the airwaves these days, 
: release of a new rock & 
1 album is a nice change of 
:e that can sometimes get 
;t in the mix. One of the 
>st anticipated rock &roll 
>ums of the season is the 
>ne Temple Pilots' No. 4. 
In short, the record is ex-
lent. STP gets back to ba-
:s and powerfully tears 
ough the entire rockin' al-
m. 
Scott Weiland (vocals), 
an DeLeo (guitar), Robert 
DeLeo (bass), and Eric 
Kretz (drums) show­
case all their musical 
talents on this album. 
Weiland's ability to 
manipulate his voice 
really enhances the 
songs on this record. 
Not to be over­
shadowed, Weiland's 
bandmates shine on 
No. 4 by offering mood 
and meter changes 
throughout the album. 
The first track, "Down," 
opens the album with an ag­
gressive attitude as if to say, 
"We're back!" This song is 
also the record's first single. 
Dean DeLeo shows an im­
pressive heavy metal influ­
ence while his brother Robert 
and drummer Eric lay down a 
bone-crushing backbeat that 
makes the song feel like a run­
away locomotive. 
"Down'' will blow the 
doors clean off your car at the 
right volume. With its loud 
and grinding sound, you'll 
soon find yourself with the top 
down and rockin' down the 
freeway. 
The album's next cut, 
"Heaven and Hot Rods," is 
reminiscent of early STP, fea­
turing the sludge-like groove 
that characterized STP's debut 
album, Core. These pioneers 
of alternative rock make their 
presence felt here with their 
typical three-chord progres­
sions and Weiland's signature 
singing style. 
At this point in the record 
you should have already no­
ticed a change in rhythm and 
sound. Of course songs on an 
album will have a similar feel 
to them, but to make each song 
unique in its music and voice 
is a great accomplishment. 
STP gets this done. 
The band doesn't have 
any slow songs or ballads on 
the CD, but they do introduce 
a couple of mellow songs at 
the end that really show the 
band's talent. 
"I Got You," caught my 
ear right away with its mix of 
acoustic and slide guitars. The 
musicianship here is top-
notch. STP's ability to throw 
a song like this into the mix of 
one of their heavier albums 
and have it fit is amazing. 
The final song, "Atlanta," 
which is noticeably influenced 
by the Doors is entrancing. 
The band is accompanied by 
a string arrangement of cellos, 
violas, and violins. The mix 
of the instruments is done 
well, and the strings do not 
dominate the song like past 
attempts from other bands. 
They hit hard, and then give 
you tastes of music other than 
distortion filled electric gui­
tars. 
No. 4 meets the expecta­
tion and in some cases rises 
above them. I picture myself 
at the beach with friends 
kickin' back when I hear this 
album. 
TEAG 
Continuedjrom page 11 
The progress of USD in 
conservation and environ­
mental awareness is defi­
nitely moving forward with 
the help of a good number 
of concerned students this 
year. But there is a long 
way to go. 
The potential is present 
for USD to join the ranks of 
other colleges more envi­
ronmentally aware. We just 
need to take more ambitious 
steps than changing from 
Styrofoam cups to waxed-
paper cups. 
I, personally, would like 
to see a recycling bin next 
to every trash can on cam­
pus (with students using 
them effectively, of course), 
better utilization of the 
countless resources the di­
verse San Diego commu­
nity has to offer, and for 
every student on campus to 
show the administration and 
all concerned that we do not 
need to have our hands held 
in order to make the ethi­
cally and environmentally 
correct choice. 
Classified] advertisina 
Charming Spanish Hacienda Ideal 
for student housing or a Bed & Break 
fast. 8 Bedrooms, 6 Bathrooms, 2 
Kitchens. Close to USD. Call Barbara 
Roman with Century 21 1st Choice 
Pacific (858) 490-6111. 
Do you love kids? I need loving 
Babysitters for 3 young children in 
Carmel Valley/ Del Mar area. Need 
car. Flexible or regular schedules. 
Pays well with experience. Call 619 
259-6915. 
Free CD of cool indie music when 
you register at mybytes.com, the ul­
timate website for your college needs. 
RECEPTIONIST. P/T, flexible hrs, 
good communication and phone 
skills. Do your homework while you 
work. $6.00 hour. Apply in person or 
call (619) 686-2700. 
EARN $26,500 
FOR COLLEGE IN 
JUST 
2 YEARS. 
Qualify for the Army's 2-year 
enlistment option and you can 
earn up to $26,500 through 
the Army College Fund and 
Montgomery GI Bill. Not bad 
for two years' work. 
Of course two years is just 
enough time to see if Army 
life is right for you. It's also 
just enough time to make sure 
you're mentally prepared for 
college, so by tne time you get 
there you'll be a litde wiser 
and a litde richer. 
For specific information 
about the Army's 2-year 
option, contact your local 








• NFL Ticket & A"o\ve§te 
College Game Plan 
GOOD LOCK ON EXAMS! 
After 5 Specials 
• Monday-51.00 Spaghetti 
• Tuesday-$1.00 Taco 
• Thursday Happy Hour 9-11 
$1.00 DRAFT •With Drink Purchase 
2393 MISSION BLVD. ., : . pasom undo 21 NOT Amirrm) 
/ ' '  Moor HAVKVALID LD. 
1Naturally, the country's premiere leadership school 
offers only the finest classrooms. 






What else wouldjou expect from the world's toughest graduate school—walls? We're here to 
turn college men and women into leaders. People who command respect. Individuals who 
seek challenge. Like directions to the campus? Call /•>(/«• mari n es. Or visit us at 
www.m arineofficer.com. loud be surprised what you can learn in the woods. The Few. The Proud. 
everyone toat least 
great 
relationship 
ISBI ww*** Available at libraries, bookstores 
and Christian Science Reading Rooms 
Visit our web-site at wwwadchristiafiscience.org 
or call 24-hrs. (619)338-1736 
Hated by Liberals 
Denounced by Conservatives 
Feared by Moderates 
And yet, more than 40 years after its J. 
publication, Atlas Shrugged continues to *<: 
sell more than 100,000 copies each year. 
In a Library of Congress survey, 
Atlas Shrugged was named second only 
to the Bible as the book that has been 
most influential in people's lives. 
Why? 
Be prepared to check every premise 
at the root of your convictions. 
Atlas Shrugged is a mystery story, not 
about the murder of a man's body, but about the murder-^and 
rebirth—of man's spirit. The novel dramatizes a philosophical revolution 
in the form of an action thriller. Impossible? Start checking your premises. 
Discover the radical ideas of Ayn Rand, one of the most provocative writers of the 
20th century. Visit your local bookstore or go to: http: http://www.aynrand.org 
Learn more about Ayn Rand, her philosophy, and the Ayn Rand Institute at: 
http://www.aynrand.org 
Already read Atlas Shrugged? 
If you think you might be interested in participating in a campus Objcctivist club, contact campus cfub 
advisor Stewart Margolis, at 8tewartm@aynrand.org, or at t-800-365-6552, ext. 210. 
RAs BRING GOOD 
THINGS TO LIGHT 
( 
Brighten Your PathTo Leadership. 
Pick Up an RA Application!^^ 
Applications Available December 1,199^^ 
Housing & Residence Life Office Missions Crossroads 
Any Questions? Call Angela (x8886) or Dayanne (x4779) 
IMRec Intramurals & Recreation 
Cinderella Story! 
the speed soccer playoffs are full of surprises 
this semester ___—— 
IM Staff • Intramurals and Recreation 
With the first round of the 
IM soccer tournament com­
pleted there have definitely 
been some shocking^early up­
sets. In Tuesday's play both of 
the strong teams came out on 
top. On the girl's side of the 
tourney the top seeded Pink 
Panthers turned up the heat in 
the second half on the Killers. 
Leading the way for the Pan­
thers, Lisa Palermo and 
Michaela Haney both had four 
goals. The Pink Panthers move 
into the finals next week with 
the 10-1 victory. On guy's side 
the Tortfeasors led by Taffer 
Patton with goal and two assists 
beat the UC Nutz 3-0. 
Thursday~was filled with 
early exits by the a few of the 
best teams in the tourney. In the 
early game the Phi Kapps fi­
nally produced a full team and 
this proved to be a positive as 
they get back into the win col­
umn with a first round victory 
over Last Place 5-3. 
On the opposite field a 
battle took place between the 
Delts and one of the two top 
seeds, the Momecki's. Despite 
two goals from Rob Humkey 
the Delts held strong and 
pushed the game to overtime 
where they won in sudden 
death. Final Score: Delts 5 -
Momecki's 4. 
In the next game the Hur­
ricanes came into the tourney 
looking to surprise some 
people and they did just that as 
the first beat the TJ Town Rats 
6-2 in the first round, and then 
came up with a big upset 
against Sigma Chi 3-0. The 
Hurricanes impressive run can 
be attributed thus far to the play 
of goalie Will Skelton and for­
ward Zach Sharrett who had 
five goals in the two games. 
In another upset at nine 
o'clock on the girl's side the 
strong Free Agent team didn't 
play strong enough as the 
Speedsters came away with a 
5-3 win despite the good play 
from Rachel Turk of the Free 
Agents. 
The final game of the night 
was a Maher battle. These two 
freshmen teams went to war 
and the Pink Fluffy Bunnies 
squeaked out a 3-1 victory over 
P-funk's Traveling All-Stars. 
PFB was led by the Pennant-
Jones twins who each had a 
goal. The second round and 
semis go off this week with the 
finals to follow on November 
23, which spurs the question: 
could this continue to be a tour­
nament of Cinderellas or will 
the big boys start winning 
again? 
Target Football's 
Nestle Play of the Week 
This past weekend we went in search of the play of the week during a long day of 
football action. 
After five hours of flag football we found it in the second to last play of the Crazy 
P's and Phi Kap I game. Tony Z went up for a ball thrown two feet behind him, seven 
feet in the air nearing the back of the endzone and carne down with it! The catch gave 
his team a chance to tie it on the final play of the game, and was quickly voted the Target 
Football's Nestle Crunch Play of the Week. For his effort Tony Z receives a 10 pound 
Nestle Cruch bar! 
Men's Target Flag Football 
Finals Preview 
This Sunday the final two teams, RuffRyders and Phi Kap I will play for the 
Target Football Men's Title. The Phi Kaps made it with a win in a game that is 
being called "The Real Finals" over the Crazy P's. RuffRyders sqeaked in thanks 
to a last second Diron Mobley touchdown to edge the UC Nutz. Sorry Roman, 
we can't believe you lost in the last second either. 
Our prediction, Phi Kap I in a blowout We've been anti-RufTRyders all 
season long (after they lost to the not-so-impressive Hokies in the first week) so 
this prediction may be a little biased. If the RuffRyders find a way to involve 
Diron Mobley more and Hector Rivera less, they could pull off an upset. Oh 
yeah, try throwing to Vicente Robinson a little more. The Phi Kaps are solid from 
top to bottom and played their toughest game when they plqyqd the P's. Here's 
the lineups for the final match: 
Ph! Kappa Theta I 
Matt Balngiardi 
Joe Razore 

















Domino's Sportsperson of the Week is: Tony Z of 
the Crazy P's. Tony's squad made a run for the 
championship, but fell two points short. They 
would have never made it that far if Tony had not 
been able to control his team and defuse some tense 
situations. Although he won't win the Target flag 
football championship, he'll win a large pizza from 
Domino's to go with the 10 pound Nestle's Cruch 
bar he earned for his last second catch. The IM 
Department would like to thank Tony for his leadership and participation. 
Participate in IMs and be the next sportsperson of the Week! 
Tennis gets seme love 
The tennis action has been limited this year, but the teams that 
have committed the time to league are now nearing the championship 
games. 
In the men's league Antii and Burak await the winner of Team 
Haywood J and The Tigers. Antti/Burak have been strong all year, 
but the fan favorite is the Haywood combo of Luke and Chad. 
In corec action Catty's Team has been the only team to record a 
win all semester it seems. This makes them the favorite going into 
the finals this week against Acers. 
The ERG is back 
for now but "the Man " is keeping a close eye on him! 
ERG • Equipment Room Specialist 
Thanks to all the letters 
from the Faithful Followers, 
I have finally received per­
mission from "the man" to 
begin writing articles again. 
The Faithful Followers are 45 
strong these days and their 
relentless pressure on the 
powers that be showed us all 
that you cannot stop the 
ERG, you can only hope to 
contain him. 
This week, I am going to 
shamelessly drop names in 
my article. Intramural people 
love to see their names in the 
paper. These are the high 
school athletes of yesteryear, 
they have a certain "need" to 
be recognized. Besides, put­
ting someone's name in the 
paper can get you some huge 
favors. Last semester, the 
ERG received 5 1/2 pairs of 
used shoes, a half-eaten Cali­
fornia burrito from Santana's, 
and a bag of colored mini-
marshmallows that he used to 
make rainbow s'mores. All that 
aside, the only reason you are 
reading is for the latest 
rankings. So now I will care­
fully administer props to the 
worst 1M football teams with 
the best names. 
1. Phat Richard -1 asked Phat 
Richard's captain Tom Davis 
just who Richard was, and what 
exactly made him "phat?" He 
told me that I was dumb if I 
couldn't figure it out, so I left-
satisfied without an answer. 
2. Bear Cats - After leaving 
Tom Davis' house, I ran into 
David Johns. "Hey you are the 
team captain of that not good 
intramural football team the 
Bear Cats, aren't you?" I asked. 
"Yes, I am him." he said. Then 
I asked him which one it was, 
the Bears or the Cats, and he 
said it is both. Confused, I said 
"Regardless, you guys are not 
good." He said touche' and 
then we shook on it and I left. 
3. Mike Rules - I have this 
weakness for self-righteous 
teams who are named after 
their captain (hence the ERG 
and his Faithful Followers). 
Mike Cantanzaro's 0-3 team 
forfeited twice and lost 20-6 
to Adam McKenna's 
"Carebears," who got straight 
schooled by Roman Aja's "U 
C Nutz" in the first round of the 
playoffs. The bottom line is that 
Mike does not rule, despite 
what he will try and make you 
believe. « 
Well, "the man" says I'm 
out of space for this week, but 
if you'd like to see your name 
in print in an upcoming VISTA, 
simply come up to the IM of­
fice with a release form signed 
by Father Tom Thing. 
Grandma never played 
like this! 
The league with the most 
teams this year is 3x3 Basket­
ball. This call-your-own-
fouls, winners-out league fea­
tures 38 men's -teams and 4 
women's teams. Regular sea­
son play ended this week with 
playoffs beginning next Mon­
day, let's get you up to date: 
The Top men's squads are 
stacked with talent. Insider's 
pick, Ca$h Money led by 
David Fizdale was not im­
pressive in their second win, 
but Fizdale can beat 90% of 
these teams by himself. Re­
turning champions, Irish As­
sassins, have struggled in 
their title defense but have 
some shooters on the squad. 
The RuffRyders, our favorite 
team, have the size, but their 
lack of a point guard may cost 
them in the playoffs, and no 
AJ you cannot dribble. Wu-
Gambinos were carried by 
Noah Stanley, who says he's re­
tired. The four-time basketball 
champ was put on the squad to 
avoid a forfeit, and went on to 
lead the team in scoring. Look 
for Noah to go back into retire­
ment. The three Law Teams are 
undefeated, but have not played 
any proven foes. Team Katie 
looks to be the gem out of the 
Law School, they won last 
semester's 3x3 Tournament. 
The Mad Bailers, are more mad 
than bailers. Mike McCann's 
Doc Devils are 2-0, but their 
propensity to stay slow and 
close to the floor will catch up 
to them soon. Some surprise 
teams have been 3rd String and 
Stadium. Both teams have the 
quickness, but Stadium will 
lose eventually due to a lack of 
any height. Given HELLmich 
has experience, as well as, 
sheer grit and determination on 
their side. Props to SigEp for 
getting two squads, and getting 
one to show up. Below the Rim 
needs another year before they 
become a powerhouse. Yes 
that's correct, Below the Rim 
will become a powerhouse. 
Deez Cra-Z Nutz are about as 
good as the What Have You's, 
which means all talk, no game. 
Outsider's are picking the late 
edition of Rusty Bailers. They 
don't have Matt Dunn, but they 
have enough weapons to win it. 
In the women's division, 
you have the team that shoot 
and then the teams that don't. 
Bailers and Team Flying High 
played for over an hour and fin­
ished only one of the three 15 
point games! One the other 
hand, the Wonderwomen have 
shown the most offensive 
skills. They're 2-0 and favored 
to be champions. 
Playoffs begin Monday, 
check the IM office for times. 
IMREC 
• 
The IM/Rec rumor-mill has placed the ERG at Matt 
Craig's (pictured on left) house last Saturday morning. 
The ERG was supposably in Westwood watching soccer 
at the time and Craig has denied the allegations. 
What could these two maniacal fiends be up to? 
Check back in two weeks for the answer, or just a good 
solid guess! 
•SUBWflV" 
game of the week 
Each week we'll feature a different sport or divi­
sion and name it the Subway Game of the Week. The 
winner of this match takes home a Free Ticket for a 
Party Platter from the 1122 Morena Blvd. Subway! 
This week's upcoming game is: 
Women's target Flag Football 
Subway Game of the Week: Last week Bomb­
ers won the 8pm Softball match over Chicks-n-Sticks 
in a close one. Bombers will now face Panthers in 
the corec sftoball finals tonight at 8pm. 
This week we feature: The Women's Target Flag 
Football Championship! The playoffs will finish this 
weekend with teams playing possibly two games in 
a row to win the championship! Right now the Tack-
lers lead the way, but Marya and the Free Agent have 






Legal Job Fair! 
Our Remedy team is anxiously 
waiting to meet you! Please stop 
by our booth in front of the USD 
Student Union!! 
When: December 7,1999 10-2 p.m. 
Where: USD Student Union 








For More Information Call: 
(619) 702-0730 
emedv 
i n t e l l i g e n t  s t a f f i n g  
Now that you've gotten into college, 
here's your chance to really go somewhere. 
Congratulations. All the cramming, insomnia and junk food breakfasts have paid off. You're in college now - and soon, you'll be facing questions 
about your life. Like what to do with the rest of it. One thing is for sure, if you're a student of color, with an INROADS internship you could 
have a serious job every summer while you're still in School - making contacts and gaining experience in your chosen field of study. 
Hey, it won't be easy, but then again if you wanted it easy, you wouldn't be reading this right now. 
web site_www.inroadsinc.org 
You got this far. Now go farther. A V INROADS 
